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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

Design and Management for Energy-Efficient Cyber-Physical Systems

by

Tianshu Wei

Doctor of Philosophy, Graduate Program in Electrical Engineering
University of California, Riverside, June 2018

Dr. Qi Zhu, Chairperson

With the increasing complexity of building infrastructure, building management

systems have been widely used for managing various types of energy loads and optimizing

building energy efficiency. In large commercial buildings, 50% of energy consumption is

from HVAC (heating, ventilation, and air conditioning) for maintaining a comfortable en-

vironment throughout the day. The rapidly growing EV (electric vehicle) charging demand

has distinct operating patterns and may cause spikes in power demand. In addition, major-

ity of datacenters are collocated within mixed-use buildings, where they often share some

common infrastructures and energy supplies with other building operations. To maximize

building energy efficiency, i.e., effectively lower peak power demand and reduce overall elec-

tricity cost, this dissertation develops novel model predictive control based algorithms to co-

schedule HVAC, EV charging and datacenter workload with heterogeneous power supplies

(e.g., power grid, solar energy and battery storage) in a holistic framework. Furthermore,

to avoid the costly and time-consuming thermal dynamics model design for building control

and to further explore more effective building management scheme, we also present deep
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reinforcement learning based algorithms to intelligently learn the effective control strategies

through direct interactions with real buildings, without relying on any inflexible models.

The experiment results demonstrate the effectiveness of our data-driven approaches in im-

proving building energy efficiency, while maintaining the desired temperature for building

occupants, and meeting the deadlines for EV charging and datacenter workload.

To further exploit the significant energy scheduling flexibility provided by smart

buildings, in addition to intelligently managing buildings’ energy loads, it is also essential

to coordinate the behavior of large number of buildings for enhancing the efficiency and

stability of the entire power system. With the advent of advanced metering infrastructure,

various energy demand from smart buildings can be coordinated together with power plants

across the power grid. Most of the previous works focus on developing price-based demand

response (DR) strategies, in which the buildings can only passively react to the market

signals (e.g., real-time electricity price) from utilities. To improve power system efficiency

and facilitate customers’ engagement level in electricity market, we present a proactive

building demand participation framework to integrate the operation of smart buildings into

the electricity market economic dispatch. Our new DR scheme enables building customers to

proactively express multi-level energy demand preferences to smart grid operators instead of

passively following the load reduction instructions. The experiment results demonstrate that

our proactive DR scheme can achieve significant cost reduction for both power generation

and building operation, and is more robust to various malicious cyber attacks compared

with passive DR strategies.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Cyber-physical systems (CPS) are the types of embedded systems that are typically

monitored and controlled by computer algorithms, and tightly integrated with computation

and communication. CPS systems are becoming increasingly ubiquitous with the fast devel-

oping internet and exploding IT technologies. The major applications of CPS include but

not limited to power grid, building energy management systems, industrial control systems,

autonomous automobiles, medical devices, etc. Among various types of CPS applications,

such as smart grid and building energy management, the performance of energy efficiency

and system security becomes the primary focus for designing such systems. However, due to

the complicated physical dynamics and increasing complexity in buildings and power grid

infrastructure, designing robust energy management systems and highly efficient control

algorithms for those CPS applications is very critical and becoming more challenging. In

this dissertation, we present intelligent approaches for improving the energy efficiency of

smart buildings and enhancing the stability across the power grid.
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This chapter will first discuss the challenges for designing energy-efficient CPS

applications building management system in section 1.1. In section 1.2, we summarize

related works in the recent literature and also analyze their drawbacks. In section 1.3, we

introduce the overview of our solutions to address the major challenges and improve system

energy efficiency. Then, our contributions in this dissertation is summarized in section 1.4.

1.1 Design Challenges

Energy Management for Smart Buildings: The scale and complexity of building

infrastructure has drastically increased in recent decades. The building stock, including

both commercial and residential buildings, is energy-intensive and accounts for nearly 40% of

primary energy consumption, 40% of the greenhouse gas emissions and 70% of the electricity

use in the U.S. [1]. Therefore, it is critical to improve building energy efficiency for enhancing

the nation’s power stability and environment security. There are various types of energy

loads in buildings, including HVAC (heating, ventilation and air conditioning), lighting,

appliances, and emerging loads such as EV (electric vehicle) charging. Among these energy

loads, HVAC system is responsible for maintaining the room temperature within the desired

range throughout the day and typically accounts for around 50% of the total building energy

demand [1]. The energy demand of HVAC system may change drastically and cause very

high peak power demand if not controlled carefully, due to the varying physical environment

(e.g., outside air temperature and sun radiation) and disturbances from building occupant

activities. In addition, with the rapidly increasing popularity of EV, the charging demand

from building tenants has emerged as a significant energy load in many commercial buildings
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with installed charging stations. In most commercial buildings, the EV charging demand

typically peaks at daytime and may coincide with the HVAC demand to cause spikes during

peak hours.

Nowadays, to support tremendous computational demand from the exploding digi-

tal economy (e.g., IoT applications, cloud computing, etc.), the datacenter has been growing

massively. These power-intensive computational facilities range from the large-scale state-

of-the-art datacenters (e.g., Google and Equinix [2]) to the small-/medium-size server rooms

operated by small companies and research institutions. The total demand from datacenter

loads is expected to grow quickly from 4% to over 6% in the next few years [3]. In fact, most

of total datacenter energy consumption (i.e., around 96%) is from the small-/medium-size

server rooms [3], which are usually colocated within the mixed-use buildings (MUBs) [4]

and share the space and power infrastructure with other building operations (e.g., manage-

ment of offices and labs). In addition to the traditional building energy loads (e.g., HVAC

and EV charging), a report based on real-world measurement shows that the datacenter

loads could dominate the overall building energy demand [5], due to its high power density

(0.1-1kW per square foot [6]). Moreover, in order to remove the excessive heat generated

by datacenter servers, the HVAC systems (e.g., chillers, water pumps and cooling tower) for

maintaining the desired temperature in office rooms, are usually shared or partially-shared

with the datacenter rooms in MUBs. If the datacenter loads are not carefully scheduled

with other energy loads, the HVAC system may work inefficiently and the datacenter loads

could create unnecessarily high power demand at the same time with other energy loads in

the MUBs.
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On the power supply side, many buildings are equipped with battery storage and

various on-site renewable sources, such as solar power and wind power, which can be lever-

aged to further boost building energy efficiency (i.e., shave peak power demand and reduce

total energy consumption cost). Given that the power grid electricity usage in buildings is

often billed with time-of-use (TOU) price, which charges the electricity usage at multi-level

rates for different periods in each day. Intelligently coordinating various types of energy

loads with heterogeneous power supplies can further improve building energy efficiency.

However, it still remains to be challenging to design an efficient energy management system

to simultaneously maintain comfortable temperature for building tenants, satisfy deadlines

for EV charging and datacenter workload as well as effectively reduce the peak power de-

mand and total energy consumption cost, especially constrained by limited and intermittent

renewable energy supplies and shared building infrastructures.

Demand Response in Smart Grid: To exploit the significant energy scheduling flex-

ibility from smart buildings for enhancing the stability of power system, in addition to

intelligently scheduling various energy demand within buildings, it is also essential to coor-

dinate the behavior of large number of buildings across the entire power grid. It is estimated

by [7] that with all customers participating in the demand response (DR) programs, the

total peak power demand in the U.S. can be reduced by up to 150 GW. To release the huge

potential in improving grid power efficiency, extensive approaches have been developed in

the literature to leverage the building scheduling flexibility from various energy loads (e.g.,

HVAC control, EV charging, battery operation). However, most of these efforts only focus

on the energy optimization within the buildings by carefully scheduling the demand of dif-
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ferent energy loads based on power supply information. On the power grid side, a variety of

price-based DR strategies have been proposed to provide customers with incentive for their

commitment to following the load reduction instructions. However, under these passive DR

schemes, the building customers can only manage their energy loads by passively reacting to

the real-time price dispatched from market system operator [8]. There exists a gap between

the building energy management and the electricity market optimization. The conventional

single-direction communicating DR mode greatly limits the potential effectiveness of DR

strategy in leveraging the tremendous flexibility from building energy loads, and can easily

create peak power demand in the grid when large number of buildings are synchronized

by the DR signal. Such structural rigidity results in the low customer engagement level

(i.e., only 6% [9]) in demand response penetration. Little work has been done to consider

combining the intelligent building energy scheduling with the electricity market economic

dispatch process in an integrated framework. Therefore, it is critical to increase the en-

gagement of customers in the DR participation and enable the electricity market operator

to take fully advantage of the building scheduling flexibility across the power network.

Efficient Data-Driven Building Control: Buildings have demonstrated significant flex-

ibility for improving the power system energy efficiency. Another challenge comes from

development of accurate and efficient models for building energy management systems. In

the literature, various model-based approaches have been proposed for optimizing the de-

mand of various energy loads to improve energy efficiency [10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. These methods

typically optimize the HVAC system efficiency by leveraging the building thermal flywheel

effect, which plays a key part by allowing buildings to temporarily unload the HVAC systems
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without significantly degrading the comfort level of occupants. However, the performance

and reliability of these model-based approaches highly depend on the accurate modeling

of the building thermal dynamics, and it also requires that these models can be efficiently

solved with mathematical tools for optimization during runtime [15]. These conflicting lim-

itations often result in the inefficiency when applying these approaches for building control

in practice, because the building thermal dynamics can be affected by various factors (e.g.,

building structure and materials and heterogeneous disturbances from environment and oc-

cupants) and cannot be accurately modeled by simple formulation. Thus, the simplified

building thermal dynamics models often lead to large error when estimating building state

evolution due to the hidden factors that cannot be accurately measured. In fact, it is often

difficult to develop an accurate building dynamics model that is also efficient enough to be

integrated into optimization formulations for control purpose. Furthermore, it is also time-

consuming to develop distinct models for different buildings and it could also be costly to

update the models to accommodate changes in complex commercial buildings. Therefore,

it is critical to develop data-driven approaches to enable efficient control algorithm design

effectively co-scheduling HVAC and heterogeneous energy loads without relying on those

inflexible models.

In the next section, we will briefly discuss the models and methods proposed in the

literature for addressing the aforementioned issues and challenges, and the major drawbacks

of these existing approaches.
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1.2 Related Work

Energy Management for Smart Buildings: The peak demand and total energy con-

sumption can be reduced through 1) intelligent scheduling of HVAC by turning on/off air

conditioning and changing air flow rate and 2) management of EV charging by charging

each EV with varying power levels at different times. In the literature, extensive models

and algorithms have been proposed for efficient HVAC control in [12, 10, 16, 11, 17, 18, 19].

The work in [12] develops nonlinear models for the cooling system, including chillers, cool-

ing towers and thermal storage banks, and proposes an MPC scheme for minimizing energy

consumption. In [11], a building thermal behavior is modeled with RC networks and vali-

dated against historical data, and a tracking linear-quadratic regulator (LQR) is proposed

for HVAC control. The work in [18] uses the similar building models as in [11], and proposes

a set of HVAC control algorithms that address the sensing data inaccuracy using unscented

or extended Kalman filters. In [10], the authors develop a system model with bilinear in-

puts, states and weather parameters, and formulate the control optimization problem as

sequential linear programming (SLP). There are also approaches proposed for optimizing

EV charging in [20, 21, 22] with the utilization of renewable power sources such as solar

and wind. In addition to scheduling energy loads, there are also approaches proposed for

scheduling heterogeneous energy sources such as battery storage at individual customer

level [23, 24, 25, 26, 27]. Although these approaches can be applied for scheduling the

operation of HVAC, EV charging and battery storage, little work has been done for coordi-

nating various types of energy loads in a holistic framework and further consider managing

heterogeneous loads among building clusters. We believe that coordinating the operation of
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HVAC system, EV charging and heterogeneous power supplies in an integrated formulation

can further improve energy efficiency.

While the energy demand from datacenters within MUBs is growing rapidly as dis-

cussed in section 1.1, there has not been sufficient work optimizing the energy management

for MUBs. Majority of existing works [28, 4, 29] mainly focus on developing models and

scheduling algorithms for optimizing the energy efficiency in dedicated datacenters (e.g.,

Google), in which all the space and cooling infrastructure are specifically designed for data-

center operations. There are other efforts [12, 10, 14, 13] in the literature that mostly focus

on developing control algorithms for managing HVAC, EV charging and heterogeneous en-

ergy supplies in large commercial building, in which significant space is occupied by office

rooms or labs. These approaches typically treat the datacenter computational loads as

“miscellaneous” plug-in loads and ignore the significant scheduling flexibilities provided by

many flexible datacenter workloads (e.g., MapReduce). Therefore, none of these isolated

approaches can be effectively applied for MUBs with datacenter loads. In fact, the data-

center loads has distinct demand patterns and share the same HVAC infrastructure (e.g.,

water pump, chiller and cooling tower) with non-IT operations in the building. Moreover,

the scheduling of datacenter workload requires a different set of control knobs (e.g., number

of active servers, workload priorities) and constraints (e.g., queuing delay, request dead-

lines). If the energy demand for maintaining desired temperature in office rooms and the

energy demand for processing datacenter workload is not carefully coordinated, they may

coincide with each other to create high power demand and greatly degrade building energy

efficiency.
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Demand Response in Smart Grid: To further leverage the scheduling flexibility pro-

vided by smart buildings, various price-based DR schemes and control strategies have been

proposed in the literature [30, 31], including time-of-use [32, 33, 34], critical peak pric-

ing [35, 36], peak load pricing [37, 38], peak day rebates pricing [39] and real-time pricing

(RTP) [40, 9, 41, 42]. Most of existing DR strategies still require building customers to

passively react to the real-time price or follow the demand reduction signals. Due to rigid

single-direction communication scheme, the passive DR strategies have a very low partici-

pation level and cannot fully take advantage of the significant building energy flexibility to

effectively improve the power grid energy efficiency. Among the price-based DR frameworks,

the work in [9] proposes an iterative real-time pricing (RTP) mechanism, which is shown

to be one of the most effective approaches in coordinating distributed energy response.

In the iterative RTP approach, system operators (i.e., utility companies) and customers

iteratively compute electricity prices and optimal electricity demand until a stable set of

electricity prices and energy consumption schedules is reached. However, when applied in

practical electricity market environment, the iterative RTP mechanism suffers from two

critical drawbacks: 1) due to the lossy and delayed communication process in practice, it

usually takes a high number of iterations or even diverges [43] before optimal power allo-

cation points can be achieved. Moreover, the complexity of unit commitment problem in

a regional electricity market also makes this iterative negotiation process too slow and not

applicable for real-time operations; 2) it is assumed that both generation company agents

and customers have to comply with same bidding strategy and cannot learn and adjust

their behaviors based on the historical bidding experience, which may not hold in prac-
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tice. To optimize the electricity wholesale market operations, the work in [44] proposes a

distributed approach to derive retail market spot pricing in a radial distribution network.

In [45], a nodal pricing mechanism for distribution networks is developed for improving the

efficiency of distributed generation. In [46], the authors propose a novel pricing mechanism

for locational marginal pricing with consideration of significant distributed generation pen-

etration. To integrate the residual demand modeling with the transmission and distribution

power grid [47], an iterative approach is presented in [48]. Although extensive approaches

have been proposed to balance the energy demand with intelligent pricing mechanisms and

to optimize the power generation efficiency in the electricity market, none of the exist-

ing methods considers the joint optimization of flexible energy demands and generation of

power plants in a holistic framework. Therefore, it is critical to bridge the gap between

the customer-level energy optimization in the retail market and the network-level economic

dispatch in the wholesale market, which is the focus of our work in this dissertation.

Efficient Data-Driven Building Control: To alleviate the reliance of building energy

management on the rigid thermal dynamics models, some recent works start developing

data-driven approaches for efficient HVAC control based on historical operations by lever-

aging the reinforcement learning (RL). The works in [49, 50, 51] propose classical Q-learning

based control approaches, which use a table to store the Q value in different states. These

approaches is only suitable for discrete control actions and cannot be efficiently applied

for control problems with large state space. There are other works that extend the con-

ventional Q-learning with function approximations. In [52], the authors present a neural

fitted RL method to determine the optimal temperature setting points through the inter-
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action with building tenants. This approach is only evaluated with a single-zone building,

which is modeled by a simple differential equations formulation to simulate the heat transfer

process. In [53], a model-assisted batch RL approach is developed, where the optimal Q

value is approximated by randomized trees and the HVAC is only operated with a simple

on-off control strategy. These RL-based methods with function approximation is suitable

for control problems with continuous state space. However, they suffers from very high

computational cost due to their batch update mechanism throughout the learning process.

Therefore, it is critical to develop a data-driven control algorithm that can be efficiently

trained for large-scale building control problems without relying on the inflexible thermal

dynamics models.

In the next section, we will present the overview of our approaches for addressing

the critical challenges and to fill in the gaps between existing approaches in the literature

and the need of complex energy-efficient CPS applications.

1.3 Overview of Our Approaches

Energy Management for Smart Buildings: A key aspect in improving building en-

ergy efficiency is to leverage the scheduling flexibility provided by various energy demand

loads in large commercial buildings, including HVAC (heating, ventilation and air condi-

tioning), plug-in loads and emerging loads such as EV charging, etc. In particular, the

HVAC system can provide significant energy scheduling flexibility, because the building

thermal flywheel effect allows the HVAC systems to be turned off for a short period of time

without immediately degrading the comfortability of building tenants [54]. The building
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energy management system can perform pre-cooling or pre-heating to shift some energy

demand from peak hours to off-peak hours, while still satisfying the desired temperature

requirements. For the intermittent EV charging demand, varying charging rates can be

leveraged for improving energy efficiency as long as each EV is charged with the specified

energy before its departure time. Therefore, we can intelligently control the charging rate

for each individual EV to effectively avoid peaking their energy demand at the same time

with the HVAC system and other energy loads in the building. Furthermore, battery stor-

age has been increasingly used at building level to effectively shave peak demand and reduce

energy consumption cost, by storing grid electricity at off-peak hours (or from renewable

power sources) and discharging during peak hours. As shown in Figure 1.1, the demand

side energy management (e.g., HVAC air volume and EV charging rate) requires on the

availability information of the various energy sources, while the supply side power resources

allocation (i.e., deciding which source to use and for how much at different times) depends

on the real-time knowledge of total power demand. Therefore, it is important to co-schedule

the energy demands with supply sources in a holistic framework for maximizing building

energy efficiency. In this dissertation, as presented in section 2.1 and section 2.2, we first

construct the building thermal dynamics model with RC (i.e., resistor-capacitor) network

to capture the heat transfer process and forecast the building temperature evolution. Then,

we develop a novel co-scheduling algorithm based on the model predictive control (MPC)

to optimally manage HVAC system, EV charging and battery usage for reducing the total

building energy cost (includes electricity consumption charge and the peak power demand

charge) with constraints on room temperature and EV charging deadlines. Our experiment
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results demonstrate that our co-scheduling algorithm can reduce the peak power demand

by up to 25% and achieve 7.5% reductio for total energy cost.

Utility Company

Storage Battery

Supply	Sources

HVAC System

EV Charging

Energy	DemandCo-scheduling

Electricity Price Temperature

Capacity EV charging task

Figure 1.1: Overview of co-scheduling for HVAC and EV charging

In section 2.3, we further extend our MPC-based co-scheduling algorithm for en-

ergy management within building clusters. In this work, an integrated MPC-based formu-

lation is first developed for co-scheduling energy demands (i.e., HVAC, EV charging) and

power supplies (i.e., power grid and battery storage usage) for multiple buildings within a

building cluster. This integrated formulation is able to manage the building energy loads

with global optimal solutions, but also leads to very high computational complexity due

to the large number of control variables in the integrated formulation. Thus, we further

consider a heuristic method, which separately maximizes the energy efficiency within each

building in a greedy manner. For the heuristic variant, the total battery storage capacity

within the building cluster is heuristically allocated to each building based on their historical
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energy consumption information. Our experiment results show that the separate-scheduling

heuristic can achieve competitive energy efficiency (reduce peak power by 8.21% and total

energy cost by 5.75%) within the entire building cluster while significantly reducing the

computational complexity by 2.2 times.

To explore additional energy flexibility in the ubiquitous MUBs with colocated

datacenter server rooms, in section 2.4, we extend the existing building energy management

approaches in the literature by jointly optimizing the management of office rooms and dat-

acenter operations, which are typically coupled together by shared HVAC devices1. More

specifically, we further leverage the significant scheduling flexibility from various datacenter

computational workload to enhance energy efficiency when operating the HVAC system to

maintain the desired temperature for office rooms; on the other hand, we also consider the

office room energy demand and occupant activities when scheduling the elastic computa-

tional workload and the consequent cooling demand from datacenter servers. As shown in

Figure 1.2, we first develop models for key physical and cyber components in MUBs, includ-

ing office thermal dynamics and comfort constraints, various types of datacenter workload

and the energy/thermal demand of IT equipment, and HVAC system and its energy de-

mand for both datacenter and office rooms. Then, we present an MPC-based formulation

for co-scheduling datacenter workload and HVAC demand (for both datacenter and office

rooms thermal loads), while satisfying constraints on office room temperature, computa-

tional workload delay/deadlines and the datacenter cooling requirements. In this work, we

further incorporate the intermittent renewable power sources (i.e., solar power) and battery

1While there are various types of MUBs, in this dissertation we focus on those that are managed by
a single building manager, e.g., enterprise MUBs that provides significant office space for occupants and
operates private small-/medium-size datacenters.
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storage in our co-scheduling framework to improve the energy efficiency. Based on real-

world trace-based simulations, our experiment results show that our approach can achieve

5% − 17% energy cost reduction compared with the baseline method. Our co-scheduling

formulation is also extended to optimize the trade-off between minimizing carbon footprint

and reducing the total energy cost.

Datacenter

(Section II-C)

Office Rooms

(Section II-B1)

HVAC

(Section II-B2,3,4)
Energy Supplies

Battery 

storage

Solar 

power

Grid 
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demand model

Fixed loads energy 

demand model

Mixed-use Building Energy Co-scheduling Algorithm 
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Cooling
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Ambient
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Solar
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Air flow model
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Queuing delay
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Workload model Cooling
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Figure 1.2: Overview of modeling of cyber and physical components and MPC-based co-

scheduling algorithm for mixed-use buildings (MUBs)

Demand Response in Smart Grid: To further exploit the significant energy flexibility

from buildings and encourage more customers to participate in the demand response (DR)

program for improving entire power system efficiency, in section 3.1, we present an innova-

tive DR scheme based on proactive demand participation from smart buildings. This work

addresses the building energy scheduling and power network optimization in a holistic frame-

work. As shown in Figure 1.3, at building level, we leverage the similar MPC-based control

algorithms to co-schedule different energy loads (e.g., HVAC and EV charging) and power
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supplies (e.g., grid and battery storage) to lower the energy cost within each building based

on electricity price information. In this work, instead of just determining and submitting

the total energy demand to power system operator, each building customer will generate a

demand bid curve, which incorporates multi-level energy demand preferences under varying

electricity price forecasts for current decision interval without violating building operating

constraints. At power grid level, all individual demand bid curves from building customers

and from the regular power plants will be aggregated at the substation (i.e., distribution

network) level. Then, we solve the security constrained economic dispatch (SCED) prob-

lem at the wholesale market (i.e., transmission network) level after receiving all building

demand bids and power plant supply offers. The SCED optimization is able to determine

the optimal electricity market clearing price and dispatch the energy consumption quantity

to each building customer, by maximizing the total social welfare for all building customers

and power plants in the network. Finally, each building customer will operate various en-

ergy loads and supplies with the total energy consumption strictly following the dispatch

quantity from the market operator. The clearing price will be used to charge each build-

ing’s electricity usage for current decision interval. Compared with the existing passive

DR strategies, our proactive demand participation scheme enables the electricity market

operator to fully take advantage of buildings’ demand flexibility by embedding buildings’

scheduling flexibility into the demand bid curve, which represents building customers’ will-

ingness to pay for different amount of energy consumption. Our proactive DR scheme can

further improve the DR engagement by allowing building customers to actively participate

in the market clearing process, instead of just passively following demand reduction instruc-
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tions. Our experiment results show that our proactive DR scheme can achieve up to 20%

building operation cost reduction and 10% system generation cost reduction compared with

passive DR strategies.

For different DR strategies, particularly in our proactive demand participation

framework, various types of information, such as electricity price forecasts and buildings’

demand bid curves, are required to be exchanged between decision-making entities (e.g.,

building energy management, electricity market operator). In practice, the advanced meter-

ing infrastructure (AMI) enables the bilateral communication between building customers

and power system operators [55]. Due to the sensitive information exchanged via the wide-

area network [56, 57], the proactive demand participation scheme may be exposed to threat-

enings from various malicious cyber attacks, such as private information leakage [58, 59],

untruthful demand bidding [60], guideline price manipulation [55], etc. In this dissertation,

we study the impact of electricity guideline price manipulation and untruthful demand bid-

ding on our proactive demand participation scheme, and comparing it to the conventional

DR scheme in section 3.2. We investigate attack strategies for the two DR schemes, and

conduct experiments to evaluate the impact of guideline price manipulation and untruthful

demand bidding on customers’ electricity usage expense. Our experiment results demon-

strate that 1) for both proactive and passive schemes, guideline price manipulations may

significantly lower the attacker’s own electricity cost while increasing other customers’ cost;

2) our proactive DR scheme is more robust with respect to guideline price manipulation

attacks than the conventional DR strategies; 3) our proactive DR scheme is less sensitive

to the untruthful demand curve attacks.
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Figure 1.3: Integrated market operations framework with proactive demand participation

Efficient Data-Driven Building Control: As discussed in section 1.1, in practice, it

is often time-consuming and inefficient to develop thermal dynamics models for building

HVAC control. To further explore more effective control strategies while reducing the model

design complexity, in section 4.1, we develop data-driven control algorithms for building

energy management by leveraging the state-of-the-art deep reinforcement learning (DRL)

techniques, which have demonstrated to be successful in playing Atari and Go games [61, 62].

One important feature of DRL is that it is able to learn the effective control strategy directly

from the historical operating data without relying on any expensive models. Moreover, deep
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neural networks are also used in DRL for estimating the optimal action value in order to

overcome the shortcoming of conventional reinforcement learning (RL) methods and enables

the DRL to handle control problems with large state space. These features make the DRL

emerge as an efficient and powerful approach for addressing complex control problems.

In this dissertation, we first model the building HVAC operation as a Markov decision

process (MDP) 2 by defining the key components, such as system state, control actions and

reward function. Then, a DRL-based algorithm is developed for effective HVAC control

(i.e., maintain desired temperature for building tenants while reduce the total energy cost)

without leveraging any thermal dynamics models. A heuristic variant of our DRL control

algorithm is further presented to perform efficient control for large-scale buildings with

multiple thermal zones. We develop a co-simulation framework based on EnergyPlus 3 and

BCVTB to facilitate training of the DRL agent and to evaluate the effectiveness of our

DRL-based control algorithms. Our experiment results show that our DRL-based control

algorithm can intelligently control the HVAC for maintaining comfort temperature through

direct interactions with building environment, while effectively reduce the total building

energy consumption cost by 20%− 70%.

1.4 Contributions

The main contributions of this dissertation include:

• We develop novel algorithms based on model predictive control (MPC) to co-schedule

HVAC control, EV charging and battery usage in a holistic framework for reducing the

2Our MDP formulation is general and can be time-variant as well.
3For offline training and validation of our algorithm, we leverage detailed building dynamics model built

in the widely-adopted EnergyPlus [63] simulation tool. It should be noted that while the detailed EnergyPlus
models are highly accurate and suitable for offline training and validation, their high complexity makes them
unsuitable for real-time control.
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peak demand and total building energy cost [13, 14, 64]. The MPC-based formulations are

further extended for energy management in building clusters with shared limited power

resources. We also model the major physical and cyber components of MUBs (part of

space is reserved for datacenter operations) to minimize the overall energy cost while

satisfying requirements on office room temperature, datacenter computational workload

deadlines [65].

• We present an innovative proactive demand response (DR) scheme with proactive par-

ticipation of smart buildings. Our proactive DR scheme allows the building customers to

proactively participate in the economic dispatching decision and enables the electricity

market operator to effectively leverage the significant scheduling flexibility from smart

buildings [66, 64, 67, 68]. We also evaluate the robustness of our proactive DR scheme

against the various cyber attacks, such as guideline price manipulation and untruthful

demand bidding.

• We present a data-driven approach for HVAC control by formulating the HVAC opera-

tion as a Markov Decision Process (MDP). We develop a model-free control algorithm for

minimizing the building energy cost while maintaining the desired temperature for build-

ing occupants based on the deep reinforcement learning (DRL) technique. We further

present a scalable heuristic variant for efficient control of large buildings with multiple

thermal zones [69, 70]. A co-simulation framework based on EnergyPlus is also developed

for evaluation and facilitating the training process.

The outline of the remaining dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter 2,

various MPC-based are presented for optimally scheduling energy demand in smart build-
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ings. In Chapter 3, we present a proactive demand participation framework for improving

the power efficiency in the entire power network by further integrating our intelligent build-

ing energy management with economics dispatch process in the smart grid. In Chapter 4,

we present our DRL-based control algorithms for building HVAC control without relying

on any thermal dynamics models. Finally, this dissertation is concluded in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 2

Co-Scheduling for Energy-Efficient

Buildings

In this chapter, we develop models for various energy loads in buildings and present

our energy-efficient control algorithms for building energy management. In section 2.1, we

first introduce our modeling and MPC-based control algorithm for co-scheduling the oper-

ations of HVAC and battery storage [13]. Then, in section 2.2 we construct models for EV

charging tasks and extend our control algorithm for scheduling HVAC control, EV charging

and battery usage in a holistic framework [14]. Next, we further extend our MPC-based

approach in section 2.3 for improving energy efficiency in building clusters [64]. Finally, in

section 2.4, we combine our models for building energy management with datacenter load

scheduling and develop co-scheduling algorithm for mixed-use buildings (MUBs) [65].
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2.1 Co-scheduling of HVAC Control and Battery Usage

To lower the electricity energy cost in buildings, there are two main portions of

the electricity cost that we can optimize, i.e., the total amount of the electricity used (mea-

sured in kWh), and the monthly peak power demand (measured in kW). As an example,

we monitored the electricity usage and cost of our building testbed at the Center for Envi-

ronmental Research and Technology (CE-CERT) 1. In June 2013, the peak power demand

of the building testbed is 72.4 kW, which is billed at the rate of $10.48 per kW and leads

to the peak demand charge of $758.75. The total electricity consumption cost is $2, 390.82,

in which over 30% is contributed by the peak demand charge. We also notice that the

power demand of HVAC change drastically and accounts for around 65 kW during peak

hours, as shown in Figure 2.1, while the remaining 7.4 kW comes from other energy loads

(e.g., lighting and office equipment) 2. Therefore, over 4% cost reduction can be achieved

if we can reduce the HVAC peak power demand by 20%. It is important to intelligently

control the HVAC to improve the building energy efficiency. We believe that the peak power

charge can be greatly reduced if we can temporarily turn off some air conditioning units

during peak hours, and shift the peak demand from peak hours to non-peak hours while

still maintaining the desired temperature for building occupants.

In this section, we present a model predictive control (MPC) based algorithm to

effectively minimize the total electricity cost, including the electricity consumption charge,

1We use the real building testbed at the Center for Environmental Research and Technology (CE-CERT)
in University of California, Riverside (UCR) to identify energy saving opportunities, provide proper simu-
lation parameters for our approaches. The building testbed is located off campus in an industrial zone. It
pays standard industrial electrical time of use rates which includes peak and demand charges.

2We also reviewed the electricity usage for another two larger buildings at CE-CERT, and the peak HVAC
demand charge has an even higher percentage in the total electricity cost (25% - 30%).
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Figure 2.1: HVAC demand collected from the building testbed at CE-CERT during peak

hours (12 : 00 pm to 5 : 00 pm) on June 28, 2013.

the peak demand charge, by coordinating the HVAC operation and battery usage. We first

present our thermal dynamics model for estimating the temperature evolution in the build-

ing and our battery model for capturing the battery charging/discharging characteristics.

2.1.1 System Models

A. Building Thermal Dynamics Model

The heat transfer process among different entities in the building can be modeled

with the RC (resistor-capacitor) network as shown in Figure 2.2, in which the heat can

be stored by capacitor-like components and there exists certain resistance for heat transfer
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between different components. We use a set of differential equations to capture the building

Figure 2.2: Diagram of the RC network of one room.

thermal dynamics similar as in [11, 18]. Different entities in the building can abstractly

represented by a node and there are two major types of nodes in the RC network, i.e.,

wall nodes and room nodes. We assume there are total n nodes in the building, m of

which represent room nodes and the remaining n−m represent wall nodes. In our thermal

dynamics model, the temperature of the i-th wall node is represented by the following

equation (2.1):

Cωi
dTωi
dt

=
∑
j∈Nωi

Tj − Tωi
R′ij

+ riαiAiq
′′
radi

(2.1)

where Tωi , Cωi , αi and Ai are the temperature, heat capacity, absorption coefficient and

area of wall i, respectively. R′ij represents the total resistance between wall node i and
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adjacent node j. q′′radi is the radiative heat flux density on wall i. Nωi denotes the set of all of

neighboring nodes to wall node i. ri is an indicator that equals to 0 for internal walls, and is

set to 1 for peripheral walls that are directly exposed to the sun radiation. In equation (2.1),

the temperature change of the i-th wall is affected by the heat transfer between adjacent

nodes and the heat injection from the solar irradiance. Next, the temperature of the i-th

room node is governed by the following equation (2.2):

Cri
dTri
dt

=
∑
j∈Nri

Tj − Tri
R′ij

+ ṁrica(Tsi − Tri) + ωiτωiAωiq
′′
radi

+ q̇inti (2.2)

where Tri , Cri and ṁri are the temperature, heat capacity and conditioned air mass flow

into the room i, respectively. ca is the specific heat capacity of air. Aωi represents the total

area of window on walls surrounding room i, τωi is the transmissivity of glass of window in

room i. q′′radi is the radiative heat flux density radiated into room i, and q̇inti denotes the

total internal heat generation inside room i. Nri represents the set of all of the neighboring

nodes to room i. ωi is equal to 0 if none of the walls surrounding room i has window,

and is set to 1 otherwise. More details of building thermal modeling and estimation of the

un-modeled dynamics are presented in [71, 17, 11].

The above heat transfer equations for walls and rooms yield to the following state

space form of the system dynamics:

ẋt = f(xt, ut, d̂t) (2.3)

yt = Cxt

where xt ∈ Rn is the state vector representing the temperature of the nodes in the thermal

network. ut ∈ Rlm is the input vector representing the conditioned air mass flow rate and
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discharge air temperature of conditioned air into each thermal zone. yt ∈ Rm is the output

vector of the system representing the temperature of the thermal zones. C is a matrix used

for calculating rooms’ temperature out of the system state and d̂t captures the disturbance

in the building environment.

The above nonlinear thermal dynamics formulation is used for building state es-

timation and as the plant model to estimate the actual temperature evolution. While for

control purpose, we need to use a simplified format that can efficiently solved by mathe-

matical tools during run-time control. The original nonlinear thermal dynamics model is

linearized around the system operating point by using Jacobian linearization (details can

be found in[71]). The system equilibrium point is obtained by starting from an initial point

and using a sequential quadratic programming(SQP) search algorithm [72] until it finds the

nearest equilibrium point to the specified system operating point (through solving a series of

quadratic programming(QP) subproblems). Then, we use zero-order hold to discretize the

linear state space formulation and derive the following discrete time LTI thermal dynamics

model (2.4):

xk+1 = Axk +Buk + Ed̂k (2.4)

yk = Cxk

where A is the state transition matrix and B denotes the input matrix. Matrix E combines

the impact of heterogeneous environment disturbances. C represents a matrix of proper

dimension to select room temperature from building state estimation xk.
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B. Battery Model

Battery discharging current will decrease as the remaining energy in the battery

gets lower. The battery open circuit voltage and the discharging characteristic is studied

in [73], the battery open circuit voltage V OC is a nonlinear function of battery state-of-

charge (SOC), as shown in equation (2.5).

V OC(t) =b1e
b2·SOC(t) + b3 · SOC(t)3 + b4 · SOC(t)2 + b5 · SOC(t) + b6 (2.5)

where b1, b2, b3, b4, b5, b6 are constant coefficients and SOC is a percentage that represents

the remaining energy level in the battery.

2.1.2 MPC-based Co-scheduling Algorithm

Model predictive control (MPC) is a heuristic algorithm, which optimizes the

system performance by predicting the system behavior within a short period of time (called

predicting window). At each control step, only the decision for the first time step within

the predicting window is applied to control the HVAC (i.e., the conditioned air flow rate

for each thermal zone in this work). Then, MPC formulation will be solved repeatedly

at every control step to optimally 3 operate the HVAC system. We define a predicting

window of length w and optimize the objective function (2.6) by determining the air flow

rate and battery discharging rate for every decision step within the predicting window. The

objective function will minimize the power grid electricity cost, battery depreciation cost,

battery overuse cost and the peak power charge within the predicting window, with respect

3While the solution provided by MPC-based algorithm is not globally optimal, we can still derive a near-
optimum solution if the environment disturbances don’t change rapidly and we have an relatively accurate
thermal dynamics model to predict temperature evolution.
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to constraints from (2.7) to (2.16). Note that this second term is not the actual peak power

demand charge but rather a penalty to lower the peak demand during optimization. In

practice, peak power demand charge is calculated based on the highest demand within a

billing cycle (often a month), while the predicting window of our MPC formulation is at

the granularity of hours. Our MPC formulation is shown as follows from (2.6) to (2.16).

The notations of various parameters and variables in our formulation are summarized in

Table 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3.

min

j+w−1∑
t=j

[
pg(t) · [eg(t) + charge(t)] + pb · eb(t) + pbo · [Eb + eb(t)−B(t)]+

]
+ pp ·

j+w−1
max
t=j
{eg(t) + charge(t)} (2.6)

T (t+ 1) = A · T (t) +B · u(t) + E · dist(t) (2.7)

TlowBound(t+ 1) ≤ C · T (t+ 1) ≤ TupBound(t+ 1) (2.8)

e(t) = [c1 · u(t)3 + c2 · u(t)2 + c3 · u(t) + c4] ·ACp (2.9)

eg(t) ≥ e(t)− eb(t), eg(t) ≥ 0, eb(t) ≥ 0 (2.10)

UlowBound ≤ u(t) ≤ UupBound (2.11)

V OC(t) = b1e
b2SOC(t) + b3SOC(t)3 + b4SOC(t)2 + b5SOC(t) + b6 (2.12)

B(t) = SOC(t) · Cb · UN (2.13)

eb(t) ≤ B(t), eb(t) ≤ UN · V OC(t)/Rb (2.14)

0 ≤ charge(t) ≤ UN · Ci, charge(t) ≤ E −B(t) (2.15)

SOC(t+ 1) = SOC(t)− eb(t)/UN/Cb (2.16)
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where equation (2.7) estimates the temperature in each thermal zone based on the cur-

rent system state, conditioned air flow input and the environment disturbances by lever-

aging our building thermal dynamics model presented in section 2.1.1. At each time

step, the zone temperature needs to be controlled within the desired temperature range

[TlowBound, TupBound] by applying constraint (2.8). Equation (2.9) calculates the energy

consumption of HVAC based on airflow demand, the coefficients are estimated based on

the HVAC energy consumption from real buildings in [74]. Constraint (2.10) specifies the

relationship between total building demand and power supplies (i.e., the power from grid

and battery discharging should be greater than the total HVAC energy demand). Equa-

tion (2.11) is a constraint on HVAC air flow rate. Equation (2.12) calculates the open

circuit voltage of battery as discussed in section 2.1.1, and equation (2.13) determines the

remaining energy stored in battery. Constraints (2.14) sets the battery discharging bound-

ary, in which Rb denotes the battery internal resistance and V OC(t)/Rb represents the

maximum discharging current as battery open circuit voltage V OC(t) decreases over time.

We assume that with the help of battery management system, the battery storage can

power the electrical system at a constant voltage level denoted by nominated voltage UN ,

and therefore UN · V OC(t)/Rb represents the maximum discharging rate at decision step

t. Constraint (2.15) denotes the battery charging boundary. Finally, the status of battery

SOC status is updated by equation (2.16).
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Variables Definition

b1, b2, b3, b4, b5 battery model coefficients
pb battery depreciation cost
SOC(t) state of charge
Cb capacity of battery
Rb internal resistance
Eb battery lower threshold
E total battery capacity
pbo battery overuse cost
B(t) battery residual electricity
Ci battery charging current

Table 2.1: Notations of battery parameters

Variables Definition

c1, c2, c3, c4 energy coefficients
ACp AC power
UupBound air flow upper bound
UlowBound air flow lower bound
UN nominal voltage of AC

Table 2.2: Notations of HVAC parameters

Variables Definition

pg(t) electricity price
pp peak power charge
TupBound(t) comfort zone upper bound
TlowBound(t) comfort zone lower bound
Tctrl room states
u(t) air flow rate
eg(t) electricity from power grid
eb(t) electricity from battery
charge(t) power grid charges battery

Table 2.3: Notations of variables and constrains
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2.1.3 Experiments

A. Experiment Setup

In this section, we conduct experiments to evaluate the effectiveness of our al-

gorithm for co-scheduling HVAC control with battery usage. The simulation parameters

are chosen based on the building testbed. Our experiment is conducted for 24 hours of

operation and the predicting window of our MPC-based algorithm is set to 8 hours.

B. Experiment Results

(1) HVAC operation without battery usage: Figure 2.3 shows the electricity con-

sumption during each hour provided by the power grid when the power grid is the only

available energy resource. To keep temperature within the desired temperature range, the

electricity consumption from 9 : 00 am to 3 : 00 pm is very high. According to the time-of-

use (TOU) electricity price offered by utility companies, this period of time is also during

peak hours. Such energy consumption profile results in high electricity consumption charge

and also high peak demand charge.

(2) Co-scheduling HVAC control with battery usage: when battery storage is avail-

able, we can charge the battery during off-peak hours, and use our MPC-based co-scheduling

algorithm to determine the optimal discharging rate to power the HVAC system during on-

peak hours to reduce the energy cost. Figure 2.4 shows the result with a 500 Ah battery

storage. In the figure, the black curve represents the electricity provided by the power

grid to operate the HVAC system. The area between black and red curves represents the

electricity stored in battery during off-peak hours. The area between black and blue curves
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Figure 2.3: Energy scheduling by only using power grid

is the electricity provided by battery for reducing the on-peak electricity consumption from

the grid. The higher values along red and black curves denotes the electricity consumption

from the power grid. Compared with Figure 2.3, the power grid electricity usage is much

more smooth over time when the battery storage is used, thus reducing both electricity

consumption charge and peak demand change.

(3) Impact of battery capacity: we also studied the impact of battery storage capacity

on the potential energy cost saving. Figure 2.5 shows the total energy cost reduction in a

month with different battery capacities (varying from 50 Ah to 500 Ah). It is calculated by

comparing the total cost by using battery and grid electricity versus the total cost by using

only the grid electricity. Note that after the battery capacity exceed 500 Ah, the total cost

reduction stops increasing. That is because the battery capacity is already large enough for

the current HVAC system and the addition capacity is not being utilized.
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Figure 2.4: Energy scheduling by using power grid and battery storage

2.2 Co-scheduling of EV Charging, HVAC Control and Bat-

tery Usage

In this section, we consider the buildings with two major energy loads, i.e., the

HVAC control and the emerging EV charging demand. We develop models for EV charg-

ing demand and present a novel algorithm based on model predictive control (MPC) to

coordinate HVAC control, EV charging and battery usage for reducing the total building

energy cost, including both the electricity consumption charge and the peak demand charge.

The energy demand side optimization of HVAC control and EV charging depends on the

information of battery storage availability and the price of power grid electricity. While the

power supply side scheduling (i.e., determine when to use battery power and the optimal

charging/discharging rate) is based on the real-time knowledge of HVAC and EV charging
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Figure 2.5: Total cost reduction with different battery capacities

demand. We address all these factors in an integrated MPC formulation, with constraints

on room temperature, EV charging deadlines and battery safety.

In this work, the energy demand of HVAC system is estimated based on the room

thermal dynamics model, which explicitly depicts the impact of the conditioned air input

from HVAC system and environment disturbances on the room temperature. The power

demand of EV charging is constrained by the total energy demand of each EV, the maximum

charging rate and the deadlines for the requested energy. Next, in section 2.2.1, we will

introduce our building thermal dynamics model, EV charging model and the battery model,

which are the key components of our co-scheduling algorithm presented in section 2.2.2.
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2.2.1 System Models

A. Room Thermal Dynamics Model

In this work, we use a similar linear thermal dynamics model as in section 2.1.1,

the original model based on nonlinear differential equations is linearized around the nearest

equilibrium point [71] for control design. The original nonlinear model is used as the building

simulation platform for computing the actual building temperature evolution in our exper-

iment. Then, we can derive the discrete time LTI thermal dynamics model (2.17), (2.18)

by discretizing the state space realization using zero-order hold (details of the thermal

dynamics model is discussed in section 2.1.1).

xk+1 = Axk +Buk + Ed̂k (2.17)

yk = Cxk (2.18)

where A, B and E represent the state transition matrix, input matrix and environment dis-

turbance matrix, respectively. Matrix C is used for selecting the specific room temperature

from the entire building system states.

B. Electric Vehicle Charging Model

We use a 4-tuple (sJk , d
J
k , e

J
k , r

J
k ) to represent each EV charging task Jk, similarly as

in [20]. sJk and dJk denote the arrival time and departure time of the vehicle, respectively. eJk

denotes the total energy demand of the charging task Jk, which needs to be fully delivered

to that EV before its charging deadline dJk . In addition, rJk denotes the reservation time,

which represents the moment this EV charging task is known to the building system (rJk

equals to sJk if the EV arrives without reservation) before its actual arrival time sJk . In our
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experiment, we can evaluate the impact of knowing EV charging demand beforehand on

building energy efficiency by adjusting the reservation time rJk for each EV. To guarantee

that each EV charging task is feasible, the following constraints should be satisfied, in which

pr represents the maximum charging rate. Constraint (2.19) requires that the total energy

demand for each EV should be less than the maximum energy that could be delivered to

that EV between its arrival and departure time. Constraint (2.20) guarantees that the EV

charging deadline must be smaller than the EV arrival time.

(dJk − sJk ) · pr ≥ eJk (2.19)

rJk ≤ sJk (2.20)

As shown in Figure 2.6, we divide the timeline into a set of intervals Ii based on

the EV arrivals and departures [75]. Each interval Ii may contain several decision steps,

which correspond to the decision steps in our MPC-based co-scheduling algorithm (details

are introduced later in section 2.2.2. The predicting window in the figure is also used in

the MPC-based co-scheduling). Instead of simply using one decision variable for every

EV charging task at each decision step, we first determine how much energy should be

delivered to each EV within each interval Ii, and then use one decision variable for each

decision step to determine the total energy consumption from all EVs that overlap with

that decision step. The motivation of this design is that within each interval Ii, there

is no EV arrival or departure, and thus the overall EV charging demand doesn’t change

within that interval. Each interval often contains multiple decision steps and each decision

step within that interval usually corresponds to multiple EV charging tasks as shown in

Figure 2.6. Therefore, it is inefficient to separately determine the energy consumption
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of each EV at each decision step within an interval. The definition of intervals can help

reduce the complexity (i.e., the number of decision variables in our formulation) of our EV

charging model. As an example, interval I2 contains 4 decision steps, and each decision

step corresponds to two EV charging tasks, i.e, J1 and J2. In our modeling, we only need

6 = 2+4 (2 variables for determining energy consumption for each EV charging task within

interval I2 and 4 variables for determining the total energy consumption of all EVs at each

decision step) decision variables, instead of 8 = 2 × 4 decision variables when inefficiently

determining the energy consumption for each EV charging task at each decision step within

interval I2. 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 2
43

Predicting window

Figure 2.6: EV charging task sequence and intervals

As stated before, we formulate the EV charging constraints as shown in (2.21),

(2.22) and (2.23), which determine the total energy consumption of all EVs at each decision

step and ensure that the energy demand of each EV charging task can be satisfied. pr

denotes the maximum charging rate. Ii× pr is the maximum amount of energy that can be

delivered from energy sources to the EV within interval Ii.
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∀j
Iej∑
i=Isj

DJ
ij ≥ eJj (2.21)

{∀j , ∀i|Isj ≤ i ≤ Iej } DJ
ij ≤ Ii × pr (2.22)

∀i
tei∑
t=tsi

eJ(t) ≥
∑
j∈Ji

DJ
ij (2.23)

Constraint (2.21) guarantees that each EV receives enough energy during the charging

period, where Isj and Iej denote the index of the first and the last interval corresponding

to EV charging task Jj , respectively, and DJ
ij denotes the energy that is delivered to EV

charging task Jj within the interval Ii. Constraint (2.22) ensures DJ
ij to be no more than the

maximum amount of energy that could be charged within interval Ii for an EV. Constraint

(2.23) further determines the EV energy consumption at decision step level and ensures that

the total energy delivered to EV during interval Ii is sufficient for all EV charging tasks

that overlap with interval Ii. e
J(t) denotes the amount of energy that is consumed for total

EV charging at decision step t. tsi and tei denote the starting step and the ending step of

interval Ii, respectively. Ji represents the set of EV charging tasks, whose charging period

overlap with interval Ii. Within each decision step, we assume all EVs, which correspond

to that decision step, are charged proportionally to their interval demand DJ
ij , as shown

below in equation (2.24).

{∀i|j ∈ Ji, tsi ≤ t ≤ tei} eJj (t) = eJ(t)×
DJ
ij∑

j∈Ji D
J
ij

(2.24)

For the case studies in this work, we consider commercial buildings and use Gaus-

sian distribution to model the pattern of EV arrival and departure within one workday [76].

The arrival time is generated following distribution N (9, 4/1.96) and the departure time
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is generated following N (18, 4/1.96) (i.e., assuming most people arrive around 9 : 00 am

and leave around 6 : 00 pm). We then generate the charging demand for each EV based

on the work in [77, 78]. First, as shown in equation (2.25), the traveled distance at the

beginning of recharging follows the log-normal distribution with parameters extracted from

real transportation data [77, 78]. d represents the traveled distance since last charging. We

let dR denote the average maximum total travel distance of EV once it is fully charged.

Then the battery state-of-charge (SOC) can be simply calculated as SOC = 1− d/dR. The

SOC of EV battery at the beginning of recharging follows distribution in equation (2.26).

g(d;µ, σ) =
1

dσ
√

2π
e−

(ln d−µ)2

2σ2 (2.25)

h(SOC;µ, σ) =
1

(1− SOC)σ
√

2π
× e−

(
ln [dR(1−SOC)]−µ

)2
2σ2 (2.26)

C. Battery Model

In this work, we use a similar battery model as in section 2.1.1. The battery open

circuit voltage V OC with respect to battery state-of-charge (SOC) can be calculated by

equation (2.27) [73].

V OC(t) =b1e
b2·SOC(t) + b3 · SOC(t)3 + b4 · SOC(t)2 + b5 · SOC(t) + b6 (2.27)

2.2.2 HVAC, EV and Battery Co-scheduling Algorithm

Based on the models introduced above, we present our co-scheduling algorithm in

this section. The main goal of the co-scheduling algorithm is to optimize the scheduling

of HVAC control, EV charging and battery usage together in an integrated formulation

for shaving the peak power demand and reducing the total energy cost in the building.
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Our co-scheduling algorithm is based on model predictive control (MPC) that iteratively

performs optimization within an finite horizon (i.e., called predicting window). At each

decision step, our algorithm determines the optimal building operations for every time step

within the current prediction window, based on the known EV charging tasks, remaining

battery energy and the current room temperature information. Typically for building MPC

applications, the decision (time) step is between 15 minutes to 1 hour and the prediction

window ranges from 3 to 72 hours.

At each decision step t, the optimization objective is to minimize the total energy

cost within the prediction window, which includes both the total energy consumption cost

and the peak power demand charge, as shown below in equation (2.28). In this objective

function, the second term is not the actual peak power charge by utility company, but

rather an approximation within the predicting window to heuristically lower the building

peak power demand.

t0+w−1∑
t=t0

[
pg(t)eg(t) + (pb + poffg ) · discharge(t)

]
+pp ·max{eg(t) + charge(t)|t ∈ [t0, .., t0 + w − 1]}

(2.28)

where discharge(t) and charge(t) denote the energy for battery discharging and charging,

respectively. pg(t) and pp represent the power grid time-of-use price and the peak demand

charge price. poffg is the power grid off-peak price. eg(t) denotes the power grid energy

consumption by operating HVAC system and charging EVs at decision step t. In the

objective function, the first part consists of the power grid total electricity consumption

cost and the battery usage cost. The second part represents the power gird peak demand

charge cost. In this work, we assume that the battery is charged to full capacity during
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power grid off-peak hours, and therefore the battery usage cost includes the battery charge

cost based on the off-peak price poffg and the battery depreciation cost pb.

Based on the above objective function, we will repeatedly solve the following MPC

formulation at each decision step (note that a complete formulation will also include the

constraints from (2.21) to (2.23) in section 2.2.1).

min

t0+w−1∑
t=t0

[
pg(t) · eg(t) + (pb + poffg ) · discharge(t)

]
(2.29)

+ pp ·max{eg(t) + charge(t)|t ∈ [t0, .., t0 + w − 1]}

T (t+ 1) = A · T (t) +B · u(t) + E · dist(t) (2.30)

Ulower ≤ u(t) ≤ Uupper (2.31)

Tlower(t+ 1) ≤ C · T (t+ 1) ≤ Tupper(t+ 1) (2.32)

eH(t) = (c1|u(t)|3 + c2u(t)2 + c3|u(t)|+ c4) · PAC (2.33)

eg(t) ≥ eH(t) + eJ(t)− discharge(t), eg(t) ≥ 0 (2.34)

0 ≤ discharge(t) ≤ min{UN · V OC(t)/Rb, B(t)− Eb} (2.35)

where u(t) is the HVAC air flow output at step t. Positive u(t) corresponds to heating and

negative u(t) models cooling 4. Constraint (2.30) derives from the linear system description

in equation (2.17). Ulower and Uupper bound the lower and upper air flow limit of the HVAC

system, respectively. In constraint (2.31), Tlower and Tupper bound the room temperature

comfort zone. Constraint (2.33) represents the HVAC energy consumption, which is a

function of the HVAC air flow output [74]. Constraint (2.34) describes the relation among

4In this work, we only consider that case where the HVAC system works in the cooling mode.
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grid energy consumption, battery usage, and energy consumption for EV charging and

HVAC control. eH(t) denotes the energy consumption for HVAC control at step t. eJ(t)

denotes the EV charging energy consumption, which is calculated based on constraints

(2.21), (2.22) and (2.23). Constraint (2.35) bounds the battery discharge rate, in which the

upper bound of discharging rate at decision step t is determined by choosing the smaller one

between the battery maximum discharging rate at step t and the battery residual energy

B(t)−Eb. The battery maximum discharging rate is a function of the varying battery open

circuit voltage and is defined similarly as constraint (2.14) in section 2.1.2. In this work, we

assume that the battery is not allowed to discharge below the lower threshold Eb in order

to protect the battery.

2.2.3 Experiments

A. Experiment Setup

We consider two different scenarios in our experiments in order to evaluate our

algorithm under different energy demand profiles. In the first scenario, we assume there are

60 EV charging tasks in one day and the outside temperature ranges from 68◦F to 90◦F .

In the second scenario, we assume there are only 30 EV charging tasks in one day and the

outside environment is cooler, ranging from 58◦F to 75◦F . We set the decision (time) step

to 1 hour and the prediction window to 8 hours. In each scenario, we repeat the experiment

based on 100 sets of random EV charging tasks to measure the average performance. We

also alter the capacity of battery storage to test the impact of battery capacity on cost

reduction and determine the most efficient capacity. In this work, we consider the case
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where the battery in the building is fully charged at an even rate during off-peak hours

(i.e., 21 : 00 pm to 7 : 00 am), during which time the electricity price is low. Our MPC-

based algorithm will optimally operate the HVAC, EV charging stations and the battery

during day time to effectively reduce the peak power demand and electricity usage from

power grid.

A. Experiment Results

(1) Scenario 1: We evaluate the co-scheduling algorithm performance based on an energy

demand profile that has 60 EV charging tasks and temperature from 68◦F to 90◦F . First,

we consider the case in which there is no information for future EV arrivals (i.e., no reser-

vation information). Figure 2.7 shows the experiment results under four different system

configurations. In Figure 2.7a, we co-schedule HVAC control, EV charging and battery us-

age. In Figure 2.7b, we remove the battery storage from the system configuration to study

the impact of battery on energy efficiency. In Figure 2.7c, we co-schedule HVAC control

with battery usage, but set the charging rate of each EV to be fixed, i.e., each EV is charged

at a constant rate from its arrival time to its departure time to fulfill its energy demand. We

use such configuration to study the benefits of co-scheduling EV with HVAC and battery.

Finally, in Figure 2.7d, we do not use battery storage and we fix the EV charging rate.

As shown in Figure 2.7, the red line represents the total energy demand requested

by HVAC control and EV charging over time, and the blue line represents the total energy

drawn from the power grid. In Figure 2.7a and Figure 2.7c, two vertical black lines divide

the entire time period into three parts. The middle part represents for on-peak hours,
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(a) HVAC, EV and battery co-scheduling
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(b) HVAC and EV co-scheduling, no battery
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(c) HVAC and battery co-scheduling, fixed EV

scheduling
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(d) HVAC scheduling, fixed EV scheduling,

without battery

Figure 2.7: Energy scheduling in four system configurations under scenario 1 without future

EV information
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during which the battery will be optimally discharged to provide energy. The other two

parts on the side correspond to off-peak hours, during which the battery will be evenly

charged. The area marked by cross lines represents the energy released by battery storage,

and the area marked by grid lines represents the energy used to charge battery storage. In

Figure 2.7b and Figure 2.7d, we do not use battery, and therefore the energy demand curve

(red curve) overlaps with the power grid energy curve (blue curve).

From Figure 2.7, we can clearly see the effectiveness of co-scheduling HVAC and

EV in reducing peak demand from the grid (e.g., by comparing Figure 2.7a and Figure 2.7c),

and the effectiveness of co-scheduling battery usage with the demand side scheduling (e.g.,

by comparing Figure 2.7a and Figure 2.7b), and the overall effectiveness of our approach (by

comparing Figure 2.7a and Figure 2.7d). Table 2.4 shows the total energy cost and the peak

demand charge for different configurations. Our co-scheduling approach (i.e., configuration

(a)) provides 7.4% reduction in total energy cost, when compared with the baseline of no

co-scheduling and no battery usage (i.e., configuration (d)). Furthermore, Table 2.4 also

includes results for the case where the future EV arrivals within the prediction window

are known. We can see that having the future EV arrival information provides significant

reduction in peak demand but not much in total energy cost under this scenario. In practice,

we may have some information of future EV arrivals but not the complete information, in

which case the results are likely in between the two cases we have evaluated.

(2) Scenario 2: In the second scenario, we evaluate the co-scheduling algorithm perfor-

mance under an energy demand profile in which there are 30 EV charging tasks in one

day and the environment temperature ranges from 58◦F to 75◦F . We also consider four
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No future EV information Accurate future EV information
Total Peak Total Peak

(a) $7290.3 $803.3 $7180.0 $756.0
(b) $7564.7 $912.4 $7460.5 $855.3
(c) $7577.3 $963.3 $7574.1 $962.2
(d) $7877.4 $1077.4 $7877.4 $1077.4

Table 2.4: Energy cost and peak demand charge for different system configurations under

scenario 1: (a) HVAC, EV and battery co-scheduling, (b) HVAC and EV co-scheduling,

no battery, (c) HVAC and battery co-scheduling, fixed EV scheduling, and (d) HVAC

scheduling, fixed EV scheduling, no battery.

different system configurations similarly as in Scenario 1. Table 2.5 show the results for

these four configurations under Scenario 2, either with no future EV arrival information

or with accurate future EV arrival information within the prediction window. We can see

that in this scenario, co-scheduling HVAC, EV and battery usage also reduces energy cost,

although not as much as in Scenario 1, probably due to the lower energy demand from the

HVAC under mild ambient environment and the less-intensive EV charging profile.

No future EV information Accurate future EV information
Total Peak Total Peak

(a) $5752.2 $707.6 $5739.2 $707.6
(b) $5842.7 $596.1 $5910.9 $700.6
(c) $5866.3 $750.4 $5865.9 $749.6
(d) $5958.5 $658.3 $5958.5 $658.3

Table 2.5: Energy cost and peak demand charge for different system configurations under

scenario 2: (a) HVAC, EV and battery co-scheduling, (b) HVAC and EV co-scheduling,

no battery, (c) HVAC and battery co-scheduling, fixed EV scheduling, and (d) HVAC

scheduling, fixed EV scheduling, no battery.
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(3) Battery SOC: Figure 2.8 shows the battery SOC over time for the system configuration

(a) (i.e., HVAC, EV and battery co-scheduling) under Scenario 1. The battery is being

charged before 7 : 00 am and after 9 : 00 pm, which correspond to the off-peak hours. From

7 : 00 am to 8 : 00 pm, the battery is being discharged at its maximum rate because the

cost of using battery is lower than the cost of drawing energy from the power grid. At the

step from 8 : 00 pm, the battery is not being discharged, because the cost of using battery

is higher than the cost of using power grid electricity.
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Figure 2.8: Battery SOC over time under scenario 1

(4) Energy cost reduction versus battery capacity: To study the impact of battery

capacity on reducing energy cost, we change battery capacity from 50kWh to 900kWh and

conduct experiments for the first system configuration (i.e., HVAC + EV + battery) under

Scenario 1. We assume that the battery is charged to its full capacity during off-peak hours.

The results are shown in Figure 2.9.
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Figure 2.9: Total energy cost and peak demand charge cost versus battery capacity

We can see that with the increase of battery capacity, both the total energy cost

and the peak demand charge cost are being reduced at the beginning. However, when the

battery capacity is higher than a certain threshold (around 700 kWh), both costs start

increasing. This is because the battery capacity is already sufficient for the energy demand

in the building and additional battery capacity will become redundant. If we continue to

increase the battery capacity and fully charge it during off-peak hours, it will lead to higher

peak demand for the power grid and eventually results in higher total energy cost. Therefore,

we need to carefully choose the appropriate battery capacity to achieve the optimal energy

efficiency in the building.
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2.3 Co-scheduling of Energy Loads in Building Clusters

In this section, we evaluate the efficiency of our MPC-based co-scheduling algo-

rithm for energy management in building clusters. We first present an integrated model

predictive control (MPC) formulation for co-scheduling energy demands (i.e., HVAC, EV

charging) and battery storage usage for multiple buildings in a building cluster. Such in-

tegrated formulation may provide global optimal solutions to operate all flexible energy

loads across the building cluster, however it has high computational complexity due to the

large number of decision variables in the integrated formulation. Thus, we further consider

a separate-scheduling heuristic, in which the energy management system of each building

maximizes its own energy efficiency, while the shared battery storage resource is conceptu-

ally allocated to each building based on their historical energy consumption information.

2.3.1 System Models

A. Building Thermal Dynamics Model

One of the key requirements for buildings is to maintain the room temperature

within a comfort range through operating the HVAC system. In this work, we adopt a

RC-network based thermal dynamics model (similar as in section 2.1.1) to capture the heat

transfer process in the building under the HVAC input and heat exchange with various

environmental disturbances (e.g. ambient temperature, sun radiation and internal heat

generation by human occupancy), similarly as in [18]. In our MPC-based optimization

formulation, we use the model that is linearized around the system operating point by using

Jacobian linearization method (details in [71]), and further transform it into the following
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discrete time LTI system realization. Where A is the state transition matrix, B denotes the

system input matrix, and E integrates the impact of various environmental disturbances.

xk+1 = Axk +Buk + Edk

yk = Cxk

B. Electric Vehicle Charging Model

In this work, we adopt a similar EV charging model as in section 2.2.1. We

simplify our original EV charging model by directly determining the amount of electricity

allocated to each EV at each decision step (in contrast, our original EV charging model

in section 2.2.1 first maps the EV energy demand to intervals and then determines the

energy consumption for EV charging at the decision step level), because even though in

this work the total number of charging stations within the building cluster is similar as

the experiment in section 2.2.1, each building only operates a portion of all EV charging

stations (as shown in Table 2.7). Each EV charging task Jj is characterized by its departure

time dj and energy demand Ej similarly as in section 2.2.1. The following constraints (2.36)

to (2.38) determines the energy demand for every EV at each decision step by ensuring that

each EV charging task can be finished by its departure time dj . Specifically, for every EV

charging task Jj in the current charging task set Jk, equation (2.36) guarantees that the

remaining demanded energy Ej is provided before the departure time dj . Constraint (2.37)

bounds the maximum charging power for each EV. Equation (2.38) calculates the total

energy consumption for EV charging at decision step t by adding up the energy demand of

each EV charging task ej(t).
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dj∑
t=k

ej(t) = Ej ∀j ∈ Jk (2.36)

0 ≤ ej(t) ≤ Pr (2.37)

eJ(t) =
∑
j∈Jk

ej(t) (2.38)

C. Battery Storage Model

The following constraints (2.39) to (2.42) capture the battery storage character-

istics. In this work, we take into account the battery round-trip efficiency and safety

charging/discharging range. We can assume that the open circuit voltage of the battery is

constant over time, because we prevent the overuse of battery by applying constraint 2.40.

SOC(t+ 1) = SOC(t) + ρ · eg2b(t)− eb(t) (2.39)

E− ≤ SOC(t+ 1) ≤ E+ (2.40)

0 ≤ eb(t) ≤ dr (2.41)

0 ≤ eg2b(t) ≤ cr (2.42)

specifically, based on battery discharge energy eb(t) and charged energy by power grid

eg2b(t), equation (2.39) updates state-of-charge of battery by considering the round-trip

efficiency ρ. Constraint (2.40) sets the upper and lower threshold of available energy without

causing demand to the battery. Constraints (2.41) and (2.42) bound the maximum power

rate of discharging and charging process, respectively.
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2.3.2 Building Cluster Energy Co-scheduling Algorithm

A. Co-scheduling Formulation

Based on the models introduced in section 2.3.1, we first develop an integrated

MPC-based formulation for co-scheduling the flexible energy demand (i.e., HVAC system

and EV charging) and the usage of battery storage within the entire building cluster, while

satisfying requirements on building temperature, EV charging and battery usage.

min

k+w−1∑
t=k

[
pg(t) · eg(t) + pb · eb(t)

]
+ pp ·

k+w−1
max
t=k

eg(t)/I (2.43)

∀t ∈[k, k + w + 1], ∀n ∈ [1, N ]

s.t: Tn(t+ 1) = A · Tn(t) +B · un(t) + E · dn(t) (2.44)

U−n ≤ un(t) ≤ U+
n (2.45)

T−n (t+ 1) ≤ C · Tn(t+ 1) ≤ T+
n (t+ 1) (2.46)

eH(t) =
N∑
n=1

c1un(t)3 + c2un(t)2 + c3un(t) + c4 (2.47)

eg(t) = eH(t) + eJ(t) + eg2b(t)− eb(t) ≥ 0 (2.48)

The variable definitions of the MPC formulation are listed in Table 2.6. There are N build-

ings in the cluster. Objective function (2.43) minimizes the total energy cost of the cluster

while reducing the peak electricity demand within a predicting window w. More specifically,

the first term calculates the total energy consumption cost, including grid electricity cost

and battery depreciation cost. The second term penalizes the peak energy demand with a

factor pp (in our experiments, pp is determined based on the peak power charge from utility

company [79]). Equation (2.44) calculates the temperature of each thermal zone in each
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building n, where un(t) is the conditioned air flow volume into the room. Constraint (2.45)

sets bounds for un(t). Constraint (2.46) depicts the temperature requirement for each room.

Equation (2.47) calculates the HVAC energy consumption eH(t) as a function of the air

flow volume un(t), based on the model from [74]. Constraint (2.48) captures the relation be-

tween grid electricity supply eg(t) and various energy demand, including the HVAC energy

demand eH(t), the EV charging demand eJ(t) (derived from equation (2.38)) and battery

charging/discharging energy denoted by eg2b(t) and eb(t) respectively.

Table 2.6: MPC algorithm variables definition

k current decision step w predicting window length
I length of decision step pp peak power demand penalty
d(t) environment disturbances pb battery depreciation cost
un(t) conditioned air flow volume pg(t) power grid electricity price
Tn(t) system node temperature eH(t) HVAC energy demand

eg(t) building grid electricity usage
An, Bn, Cn, En building thermal dynamics coefficient matrices

U−n , U
+
n air flow volume lower/upper bounds

T−n , T
+
n comfort zone temperature lower/upper bounds

c1, c2, c3, c4 HVAC energy demand function coefficients

The MPC formulation is solved at every decision step for the building cluster. Once

the optimal operations are determined for the current predicting window, the decisions at

the first decision step (i.e., u(k), eJ(k) and eB(k)) are applied to operate the HVAC systems,

charge EVs and manage the battery storage system. Next, each building will move the

predicting window forward by one decision step and the co-scheduling formulation will be

solved again.
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B. Separate-scheduling Heuristic

The above co-scheduling formulation may achieve global optimality within the pre-

dicting window, however it results in high computation complexity. Thus, we also develop a

separate-scheduling heuristic where each building conducts its own MPC-based optimization

based on the following formulation:

min
k+w−1∑
t=k

[
pg(t) · eg,n(t) + pb · eb,n(t)

]
+ pp ·

k+w−1
max
t=k

eg,n(t)/I (2.49)

∀t ∈[k, k + w + 1]

s.t: Tn(t+ 1) = A · Tn(t) +B · un(t) + E · dn(t) (2.50)

U−n ≤ un(t) ≤ U+
n (2.51)

T−n (t+ 1) ≤ C · Tn(t+ 1) ≤ T+
n (t+ 1) (2.52)

eH(t) = c1un(t)3 + c2un(t)2 + c3un(t) + c4 (2.53)

eg,n(t) = eH(t) + eJ,n(t) + eg2b,n(t)− eb,n(t) ≥ 0 (2.54)

The main difference between the co-scheduling and the separate-scheduling heuristic lies in

the management of battery storage. The co-scheduling formulation uses the entire battery

storage capacity. While in the separate-scheduling case, the total battery storage capacity

is heuristically allocated to each building based on their historical energy consumption

characteristics (e.g., proportional to their average energy demand in the previous electricity

bills). Then, each building conducts its own MPC-based optimization by only considering

part of the battery capacity pre-allocated to that building.
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2.3.3 Experiments

A. Experiment Setup

In our experiments, we consider a cluster of five buildings that are managed by the

same institute. Each building operates its HVAC system to maintain the desired tempera-

ture for office zones, and also provides certain EV charging space for its tenants. In addition,

there is certain amount of fixed load (e.g., lighting and operation of office equipment) con-

sumption in each building. The configuration of different types of loads for each building is

shown in Table 2.7. Moreover, it is assumed that the building cluster has installed a battery

storage system.

Table 2.7: Load distribution in the building cluster

Building 1 2 3 4 5

HVAC Peak Demand (KW) 30 40 50 200 250
Fixed Load Peak Demand (KW) 5 10 15 30 40
Number of EV Charging Stations 5 5 10 15 15

B. Experiment Results

(1) Effectiveness of MPC-based building cluster co-scheduling: we first conduct ex-

periments to evaluate the effectiveness of the MPC-based integrated formulation for energy

co-scheduling. We compare the performance of our co-scheduling approach with a baseline

strategy, in which the HVAC system is operated by an on-off controller (i.e., conditioned

air flow cannot be changed continuously), each EV is charged at a constant rate during

the entire charging period, and the battery is fully charged at night and evenly discharged
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Figure 2.10: Comparison between co-scheduling and baseline

during on-peak hours. As shown in Figure 2.10, compared to the baseline approach, the

co-scheduling formulation is able to significantly reduce the total energy cost of the building

cluster, under different battery capacities. On average, 5.75% reduction can be achieved for

total cost, and the peak power can be reduced by 8.21% in average. In this case, the total

energy cost of the building cluster is minimized (although it is not guaranteed to achieve

an optimal scheduling for each individual building).

(2) Evaluation of separate-scheduling heuristic: then, we evaluate the performance of

the separate-scheduling heuristic by comparing it with the co-scheduling algorithm. In this

study, we assume we have an accurate estimation of each building’s energy consumption

level based on historical information, and we distribute the battery storage capacity to
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Figure 2.11: Comparison between co-scheduling and separate-scheduling approaches

each building in proportion to its historical consumption level. In Figure 2.11, we can see

that the separate-scheduling heuristic can achieve similar performance as the co-scheduling

formulation under different battery storage capacities (only 0.46% worse in average), when

we have an accurate estimation of the building consumption level. However, the runtime

of co-scheduling is 2.2× higher compared with the heuristic, and the difference in runtime

will be more significant with increasing size of the building cluster.

(3) Impact of storage capacity allocation: finally, we conduct experiments to study

the impact of battery storage capacity allocation. We consider another two cases where we

do not have accurate estimation of building energy consumption level, and we allocate the

battery storage capacity in two ways 1) evenly to each building, or 2) inversely proportional

to each building’s consumption level (an extreme case). We compare these two cases with
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the above case where we allocate the battery capacity proportionally to each building’s

energy consumption level. As shown in Figure 2.12, the proportional allocation strategy
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Figure 2.12: Total energy cost of building cluster by using separate-scheduling heuristic in

different storage allocation scenarios

always achieves the lowest energy cost with different battery capacity. There is a only

slight increase in the cost for the even allocation scenario (in average 0.77% higher), and a

larger increase for the inversely proportional allocation case (in average 4.40% higher). Our

experiment results demonstrate that proportionally allocating the battery resource among

the building cluster and separately scheduling the flexible energy loads for each building

could be a good heuristic approach, which can derive the near-optimum operating solution

and significantly reduce the computational complexity.
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2.4 Co-Scheduling of Datacenter and HVAC Loads in Mixed-

Use Buildings

In this section, we address the problem of energy management for mixed-use build-

ings (MUBs), in which datacenter loads share the same set of HVAC devices (e.g., cooling

tower, water pump, etc.) with office rooms. We also consider the case where limited re-

newable energy resources (i.e., solar power and battery storage) are shared between office

loads and datacenter loads. In this work, we develop models for datacenter energy loads

and present an MPC-based co-scheduling algorithm for improving the energy efficiency and

reducing carbon footprint in MUBs by fully leveraging the intermittent renewable power

sources. Figure 2.13 illustrates an overview of our modeling of the three major energy loads

in an MUB with colocated datacenter server rooms.

• eIT : energy demand from datacenter operations, including energy consumed by servers

for data processing (eserver), by uninterruptible power supplies (eups), and by power

distribution units (epdu);

• eh: energy demand from HVAC system, including energy consumed by air handling units

(AHUs) in office rooms (which further includes efan,o for delivering supply air and event,o

for ventilation), by AHUs in datacenter rooms (which includes efan,dc and event,dc), and

by shared cooling equipment such as water pump (epump), chiller (echiller) and cooling

tower (etower);

• em: energy demand from other miscellaneous loads that are assumed to be fixed in our

model, including lighting system, office appliances, etc.
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Figure 2.13: Energy modeling overview for MUBs

On the energy supply side, we consider energy provided by the power grid (eg),

by renewable sources (in particular solar energy er), and by battery storage (eb). The

battery storage system stores energy either from power grid during off-peak hours (eg2b) or

from excessive renewable sources (er2b), to help shave building’s peak demand. In the next

section, we will present the model of each type of energy load in details.
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2.4.1 System Models

A. Building Thermal Dynamics and HVAC System Modeling

HVAC system is a major energy consumer in MUBs, and responsible for meeting

the temperature and ventilation requirements for both office rooms and datacenter rooms.

In this work, we consider HVAC cooling systems with separate AHUs for office rooms and

for datacenter rooms, and while with shared water pump, chiller and cooling tower5.

Figure 2.14 shows our model of air flow demand and supply in AHUs. The AHUs

may take a mixed of outside fresh air and returned air [80], and cool it through cooling coil

with chilled water, and serve it as supply air to building rooms for maintaining office room

temperature and removing the server room heat generation. In addition, the AHUs need

to input certain amount of outside air for ventilation purpose to ensure acceptable indoor

air quality in office rooms, as required by the ASHRAE standard [81].

Next, we will first introduce our office room thermal dynamics model based on

cooling supply air from the AHUs, and then present how we calculate the HVAC system

energy demand based on the amount of needed supply air.

(1) Office room thermal dynamics model: we estimate the office room temperature

changes based on a RC (resistor-capacitor) network model, similarly as in section 2.1.1.

The network consists of wall nodes and room nodes, as shown in equation (2.56) and equa-

tion (2.55) respectively. Then, differential equations of room and wall nodes can be trans-

formed into the following state space equation (2.57).

5There are also systems that use separate chillers, which can be treated as a special case of our formulation.
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Figure 2.14: Overview of air flow demand and supply in air handling units

Cri
dTri
dt

=
∑
j∈Nri

Tj − Tri
R′ij

+ ṁrica(Tsi − Tri) + ωiτωiAωiq
′′
radi

+ q̇inti (2.55)

Cωi
dTωi
dt

=
∑
j∈Nωi

Tj − Tωi
R′ij

+ riαiAiq
′′
radi

(2.56)

ẋt = f(xt,ut,dt); yt = Cxt (2.57)

where xt is the state vector representing the temperature of each node (in this work, we

use bold notation to denote a vector or matrix). ut denotes the air mass flow into each

room (corresponding to ṁri in equation (2.55)). dt captures the environment disturbance.

Finally, yt represents the temperature of each room node and is calculated out of system

state xt. We use the nonlinear model in equation (2.57) as the plant model to estimate

the actual temperature evolution in our simulation. While for efficient control in our MPC-
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based formulation, we use the following linear representation, derived by linearizing the

nonlinear dynamics model in (2.57) near its equilibrium operating points:

xt+1 = Axt +But +Edt; yt = Cxt (2.58)

where A is the system state coefficient matrix, B and C are control and output matrices

respectively, and E integrates the impacts of various environmental factors.

For office rooms, we use equation (2.58) to determine the needed air mass flow ut

for maintaining the desired room temperature for building tenants. For datacenter rooms,

we need a different model for calculating the air flow rate, which is presented later in

section 2.4.1.

(2) Air flow constraints in air conditioning units: for both office rooms and datacenter

rooms, following constraints set the requirements on ventilation and the bounds on supply

air flow rate in AHUs. uvent(t), uout(t), uret(t) and usup(t) represent the ventilation air

flow rate, outside air flow rate, return air flow rate, and supply air flow rate at decision step

t (more strictly speaking, during the period of decision step t) in our discrete control model),

respectively. Constraint (2.59) sets the minimum ventilation requirements Uvent for rooms

that are served by each AHU. Constraint (2.60) represents the fact that the outside air and

the return air are mixed and cooled through AHUs to generate the supply cooling air to

rooms, as shown in Figure 2.14. usup(t) is determined by the total air mass flow input into

rooms that are served by each AHU. Constraint (2.61) sets the lower and upper bounds for

the supply air flow rate.
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uvent(t) + uout(t) ≥ Uvent (2.59)

usup(t) = uout(t) + uret(t) (2.60)

U− ≤ usup(t) ≤ U+ (2.61)

(3) Chilled water and condense water constraints: the thermal load in the building

is first removed via heat exchange between supply air and chilled water that flows through

AHUs. Then, condense water circulates in the loop between the chiller and the cooling

tower to further release buildings’ thermal load to the outside environment.

Equation (2.62) calculates the total thermal load Lheat(t) that needs to be re-

moved from the building by the HVAC system (through cooling the supply air for both

office rooms and datacenter rooms). cairp denotes the heat capacity of air. Tout(t), Tret(t)

and Tsup denote the outside air temperature, return air temperature and supply air tem-

perature, respectively. They are given as parameters in this work. Then, constraints (2.63)

and (2.64) calculate the amount of chilled water and condense water needed for removing

the building thermal load. Tchws and Tchwr denote the supply and the returned chilled wa-

ter temperature, respectively. Tcws and Tcwr denote the supply and the returned condense

water temperature, respectively. mchw(t) and mcw(t) denote the chilled water flow rate and

the condense water flow rate, respectively.
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Lheat(t) = (Tout(t)− Tsup)T · uout(t) · cairp + (Tret(t)− Tsup)T · uret(t) · cairp (2.62)

(Tchwr − Tchws) ·mchw(t) · cwaterp = Lheat(t) (2.63)

(Tcwr − Tcws) ·mcw(t) · cwaterp = Lheat(t) (2.64)

(4) HVAC system energy demand: the energy demand of HVAC system includes the

energy demand from chiller, water pump, cooling tower, and fans for cooling and ventilating

purpose, as modeled in below.

esup,o(t) = β1

∑
[u(i)
sup,o(t)]

3, i ∈ office fans (2.65)

event,o(t) = β1

∑
[u

(i)
vent,o(t)]

3, i ∈ office fans (2.66)

esup,dc(t) = β2

∑
[u

(i)
sup,dc(t)]

3, i ∈ datacenter fans (2.67)

event,dc(t) = β2

∑
[u

(i)
vent,dc(t)]

3, i ∈ datacenter fans (2.68)

echiller(t) = a0 + a1mchw(t) + a2mchw(t)2 + a3mchw(t)3 (2.69)

epump(t) = b0 + b1mchw(t) + b2mchw(t) + b3mchw(t) (2.70)

etower(t) = c3m
3
cw(t) (2.71)

eh(t) = esup,o(t) + esup,dc(t) + event,o(t) + event,dc(t)

+ echiller(t) + epump(t) + etower(t) (2.72)

Equations (2.65) through (2.68) calculate the energy demand by fans for cooling and venti-

lation in office rooms, and by fans for cooling and ventilation in datacenter rooms, respec-

tively, using the model in [17]. u
(i)
sup,o(t) represents the total cooling air flow rate to office

rooms that are served by AHU i, and u
(i)
vent,o(t) denotes the total fresh air rate that is not
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conditioned by the cooling coil within current decision step. u
(i)
sup,dc(t) and u

(i)
vent,dc(t) are

similarly defined. Equations (2.69) through (2.71) calculate the energy demand by chiller,

water pump and cooling tower, respectively, following the model in [82]. Note that mchw(t)

and mcw(t) are calculated above in equation (2.63) and (2.64). Finally, equation (2.72)

calculates the total HVAC energy demand.

B. Datacenter Modeling

We now model the datacenter IT energy demand (i.e., energy directly spent on IT

equipment for computation), the delay performance constraint for its workloads, and the

thermal load in datacenter for removing the generated heat. Our model is consistent with

the existing literature [83, 84, 85] and captures the first-order effects of workload scheduling

decisions on the datacenter energy.

es(t) = [xa(t) + xb(t)] · e0 (2.73)

eIT (t) = es(t) + α · es(t) (2.74)

1

µa − λ(t)/xa(t)
≤ D (2.75)

xb(t) ≥
∑j

i=1 bi(t)

µb
(2.76)

Ai+Ni−1∑
t=Ai

bi(t) = Bi , ∀i = 1...j (2.77)

xa(t) + xb(t) ≤ X (2.78)

udc(t) = eIT (t)/[(Tret,dc − Tsup) · cairp ] (2.79)

(1) IT energy demand: the energy demand of the servers es(t) is calculated in equa-

tion (2.73) based on the average energy demand of a single server (denoted as e0) [83] and
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number of active servers processing interactive and batch workloads (denoted as xa(t) and

xb(t), respectively). Note that the number of servers is approximated as continuous in this

work, since a datacenter often houses hundreds to thousands of servers. Equation (2.74) cal-

culates the total energy demand of IT equipments. It includes server energy demand es(t),

as well as energy demand of the supporting power equipments (power distribution units

and uninterrupted power supplies) which is proportional to the server energy demand es(t)

and captured using a coefficient α. eIT (t), however, does not include the energy demand

for running the AHUs in datacenter rooms, which is addressed later in equation (2.79).

(2) Workload constraints: datacenter processes both delay-sensitive interactive work-

loads and delay-tolerant batch workloads. Interactive workloads (e.g., web requests) require

fast responses, whereas batch workloads (e.g., MapReduce) usually only have a deadline

constraint. Constraint (2.75) determines the number of active servers for processing the

interactive workloads based on the queueing model M/M/k to meet the performance con-

straint D [84]. µa and λ(t) denote the maximum service rate and the arrival rate of inter-

active workloads, respectively. Constraint (2.76) determines the number of active servers

for processing the batch workloads, where bi(t) denotes the amount of workload processed

for the i-th batch job and µb denotes the maximum service rate for batch workloads. Equa-

tion (2.77) guarantees that each batch job Bi is finished within Ni decision steps since its

arrival time Ai [83]. Constraint (2.78) bounds the maximum number of available servers.

Aligned with existing literature [83, 84], we adopt a datacenter level control for our problem

where the algorithm decides the number of servers to keep ”ON” with performance con-

straint of (2.75) and (2.76). The server level job scheduling that captures other constraints
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like data locality, can be considered as secondary control that takes the number of available

sever as an input.

(3) Datacenter thermal model: we consider most of the energy consumed in server

zone is converted into heat load [85], and calculate the amount of discharge air needed to

remove the heat generated in the datacenter rooms in equation (2.79) which is then taken

into account in equation (2.62) for calculating the total building thermal load.

2.4.2 Mixed-Use Buildings Co-Scheduling Algorithm

Based on the models developed in section 2.4.1, we present an online model pre-

dictive control (MPC) formulation to co-schedule the datacenter and the HVAC energy

loads, with consideration of renewables and battery storage, for minimizing energy cost and

satisfying operation requirements.

A. Co-scheduling Formulation

The MPC-based scheduling is optimized periodically. At each decision step t, a

solution of control sequence is determined by minimizing the total energy cost within the

current predicting window w, while meeting the office room comfort and datacenter service

requirements. Then, only the first entry in the control sequence (the decision corresponding

to decision step k) is implemented to operate building’s flexible loads, i.e., control the

HVAC system and the datacenter workloads. Next, the predicting window is advanced

by one decision step, and the MPC-based scheduling is optimized again to determine the

operation for the next decision step. Part of the MPC-based co-scheduling formulation is as

below, while the rest of the formulation include equations (2.59) to (2.79) in section 2.4.1.
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min
k+w−1∑
t=k

[
pg(t)eg(t) + pbeb(t)] + p̂g[

k+w−1
max
t=k

[eg(t)]− êg(t)]+/I (2.80)

∀t ∈ [k, k + w − 1] subject to:

eg(t) = eIT (t) + eh(t) + em(t) + eg2b(t)− er(t)− eb(t) (2.81)

eg(t) ≥ 0 (2.82)

Tc(t+ 1) = A · Tc(t) +B · uoffice(t) +E · d(t) (2.83)

T−(t+ 1) ≤ C · Tc(t+ 1) ≤ T+(t+ 1) (2.84)

er(t) + er2b(t) ≤ Er(t); er2b(t) ≥ 0; er(t) ≥ 0 (2.85)

0 ≤ eb(t) ≤ dr (2.86)

0 ≤ er2b(t) + eg2b(t) ≤ cr (2.87)

S(t+ 1) = S(t) + ρ · [er2b(t) + eg2b(t)]− eb(t) (2.88)

E− ≤ S(t+ 1) ≤ E+ (2.89)

Objective function: equation (2.80) defines the objective function for minimizing the

total energy cost within the predicting window (k, ..., k + w − 1). The first term of the

equation calculates the total energy consumption cost, including power grid electricity cost

and battery depreciation cost. pg(t) denotes the grid electricity price at decision step t and

eg(t) denotes the grid electricity consumed at t. pb denotes the battery depreciation cost

and eb(t) denotes the amount of energy discharged from battery at t.

The second term addresses the peak power demand charge. êg(t) denotes the

peak energy consumption of a decision step before the current step t. If the maximum

energy consumption of any decision step within current predicting window exceeds êg(t),
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the amount of difference will be divided by the step length I to get average power demand

and charged with a rate p̂g (we use the peak power demand charge rate from utility company

as p̂g). Then, êg(t) will be updated to the new peak energy consumption. We should note

that this second term is a heuristic to lower the peak power demand within the prediction

window with an intent to eventually reduce the actual peak power charge over a month.

Energy demand/supply constraints: equation (2.81) balances the energy demand and

supply. That is, the total energy demand from the datacenter energy demand eIT (t), the

HVAC system demand eh(t), the fixed load demand em(t) and the battery charging demand

eg2b(t), minus the renewable energy supply (solar energy in this work) er(t) and the battery

energy supply eb(t), should be equal to the grid electricity demand eg(t). Constraint (2.82)

requires the grid electricity consumption to be non-negative, since in our model we as-

sume the building does not inject energy back to the grid. The datacenter energy demand

eIT (t) and the HVAC system energy consumption eh(t) are calculated in equations (2.74)

and (2.72), respectively, as defined in section 2.4.1.

Office room temperature constraints: equation (2.83) shows the linearized room tem-

perature model (a simple rewriting of equation (2.58)). The room temperatures in the

next decision step are estimated based on the current temperatures, air mass flow input

uoffice(t), and the environmental disturbances d(t) (e.g., sun radiation intensity, human

occupancy and ambient temperature). Constraint (2.84) ensures that the office room tem-

perature will not violate the comfort zone requirement.

Solar energy constraints: when solar energy is available during daytime, it can be applied

to meet the building’s energy demand. Moreover, the excessive energy may be stored in
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the battery storage system. Constraint (2.85) ensures that the solar energy usage does not

exceed the available solar energy Er(t) and is non-negative.

Battery storage constraints: constraint (2.86) sets the maximum discharging rate dr for

the battery. Constraint (2.87) sets the maximum charging rate cr for the battery. As shown

in Figure 2.13, charging energy may come from the grid (denoted by eg2b(t)) or from the

renewables (denoted by er2b(t)). Equation (2.88) updates the state of charge of the battery,

denoted by S(t), where ρ is the round trip efficiency. Constraint (2.89) ensures that the

state-of-charge should be within a specified range for the purpose of safety and efficient

battery usage.

B. Adaption for Carbon Footprint Optimization

In addition to reducing the total energy cost, carbon footprint is another important

metric as many MUBs, especially those pro-sustainability MUBs, are actively seeking green

certifications. Due to the heterogeneous and time-varying composition of energy sources

in producing grid power (e.g., solar, nuclear and thermal power), the carbon footprint

per kilowatt (i.e., carbon efficiency) may vary significantly throughout the day [86]. More

importantly, carbon efficiency differs from electricity cost efficiency (e.g., coal-produced

electricity is inexpensive but very carbon-intensive), and hence we need to factor carbon

footprint into our co-scheduling decisions as a new metric [86]. Towards this end, we extend

the objective function in (2.80) to the following equation (2.90) to make a trade-off between

the carbon footprint and the total energy cost. We use a weight wc to convert carbon

footprint into an equivalent monetary value to indicate the relative importance of carbon

emissions, and also to trade off between carbon footprint and energy cost.
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min
k+w−1∑
t=k

[
pg(t)eg(t) + pbeb(t) + wc · pc(t)eg(t)] + p̂g[

k+w−1
max
t=k

[eg(t)]− êg(t)]+/I, (2.90)

pc(t) is the average carbon efficiency calculated based on the energy fuel mix at

time t [86].

2.4.3 Experiments

A. Experiment Setup

Our grid electricity price profile is a practical time-of-use tariff with three tiers of

price [79] to bill business customers whose power demand is between 200KW and 500KW ,

a typical range for small to medium MUBs. Moreover, customers’ peak power demand

within a month is charged at a rate of $16.37/KW (this rate is used as p̂g in the objective

function). In the MPC-based formulation, the decision step length I is set to one hour and

the predicting window spans 24 steps (i.e., w = 24).

For datacenter, we use I/O traces from 6 RAID volumes in Microsoft Research

(MSR) at Cambridge as the batch workload [87]. For interactive workloads we use traces

from server usage log of Florida International University (a large public university in the

U.S.) 6. In practice, the interactive workload may be estimated based on historical workload

trace. In our experiment, we vary the ratio between interactive and batch workloads,

the percentage of batch workload takes up from 20% to 80%. The delay tolerance D of

interactive workload is set to 50ms. For batch workload, each job is required to be finished

6We also tried another workload trace from Google’s publicly available real-time traffic data [88]
and the results demonstrate similar trends. We only report the results from the university traces here
due to space limitation (and also because they are better representatives of datacenter workloads in
MUBs).
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before its deadline (set to 24 hours in our experiments). The maximum service rate of each

server is set to 100 requests per second, and the maximum power demand of each server is

0.4KW . The office comfort temperature range is set to 20◦C − 23◦C during day time, and

relaxed to 19◦C − 24◦C at night due to low occupancy activities [89].

Based on Tesla’s PowerWall battery storage system [90], the battery depreciation

cost pb is set to 0.09$/KW , and its round-trip efficiency is set to 92%. The battery capacity

is set to 300KWh, and its state of charge thresholds are 20% and 80% of its capacity,

respectively. The maximum amount of charging/discharging energy in one hour is set to 25%

of its capacity. The peak solar power supply during the day time is set to 150KW , which

is around 50% of the building’s average power demand. The solar power is proportional to

the solar radiation. We take the solar radiation data from [91] for June, 2010 (the latest

available data year).

In the following, we compare our co-scheduling approach with a baseline approach

where datacenter loads and office room HVAC are scheduled separately using MPC to

reduce energy cost. More specifically, for the separate scheduling approach, we divide the

co-scheduling formulation introduced in section 2.4.2 into two MPC-based formulations,

one for scheduling datacenter operations (and the corresponding HVAC activities) and the

other for scheduling office room HVAC. All experiments are simulated for one month to take

into account of the monthly peak demand charge. We first study the case where 80% of

requests in datacenter are batch workload, and then we explore other scenarios with higher

interactive workload percentage.
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B. Experiment Results

(1) Effectiveness of co-scheduling without renewables and battery: first, we con-

duct experiments to evaluate the effectiveness of our co-scheduling formulation, without

considering renewables and battery storage. The initial estimated value of the peak en-

ergy consumption within a decision step 7, i.e., êg in the objective function (2.80), is set

to 350KWh based on the analysis of simulation data (in practice, it could be estimated

based on historical data). In the separate scheduling approach, this value is proportionally

reduced based on the demands of datacenter operation and of office room HVAC control.
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(b) Separate scheduling

Figure 2.15: Power consumption of co-scheduling and separate scheduling without renew-

ables and battery

Figure 2.15 shows the power consumption comparison between co-scheduling and

separate scheduling approaches in a weekday. Various energy demand types are represented

with different colors, including datacenter IT operations, datacenter AHUs, office room

7Because the length of decision step I is set to one hour in our experiment, we will use initial
estimated peak power interchangeably in the following sections.
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AHUs, shared HAVC (chiller, water pump, cooling tower), and fixed load. The red curve

shows the total grid electricity usage. From the figure, we can see that our co-scheduling

approach is more effective in reducing the energy consumption during peak hours from

12 : 00 pm to 5 : 00 pm and in reducing peak demand. In contrast, the baseline separate

scheduling approach has a higher energy consumption during peak hours and al so higher

peak demand, due to the lack of coordination between datacenter load scheduling and office

room HVAC control.

Next, we vary the initial estimated peak power from 250KW to 450KW and

evaluate the performance of our co-scheduling approach in different cases.
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(b) Actual peak power demand

Figure 2.16: Comparison between co-scheduling and separate scheduling in energy cost

and peak power demand under various initial estimated peak power (energy cost reduction

percentage is shown in the figure)

Figure 2.16 shows the comparison of total monthly energy cost (including energy

consumption cost and peak demand charge) and actual peak power demand between co-
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scheduling and separate scheduling approaches. We can see that the initial estimated peak

power has significant impact on the total energy cost and on the eventual peak demand.

Furthermore, in all cases, the co-scheduling approach can significantly reduce the total

energy cost and peak power demand, compared with separate scheduling.

(2) Effectiveness of co-scheduling in leveraging renewables: next, we conduct exper-

iments to evaluate the effectiveness of our co-scheduling approach in leveraging renewables

(solar energy in this case). As stated before, we assume a solar energy profile with 150KW

peak supply. For the separate scheduling approach, we assume the solar energy is propor-

tionally allocated to datacenter and office rooms, based on the estimation of their demands.
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(b) Separate scheduling

Figure 2.17: Power consumption of co-scheduling and separate scheduling with solar energy

supply

Figure 2.17 shows the power consumption comparison between co-scheduling and

separate scheduling approaches in a weekday with solar energy supply, with initial estimated

peak power demand set to 350KW . We can see that our co-scheduling approach is much
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more effective in leveraging the solar energy for reducing energy demand to the grid during

peak hours.

Figure 2.18 shows the comparison under various initial estimated peak power de-

mand. As shown in the figure, our co-scheduling approach can achieve a 14.2% cost reduction

at the lowest total energy cost point, compared with the separate scheduling approach. In

addition, compared with the co-scheduling case without renewables, a 31.5% cost reduction

is achieved in average.
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Figure 2.18: Comparison between co-scheduling and separate scheduling (with solar energy

supply) in energy cost (energy cost reduction percentage is shown in the figure)

(3) Joint consideration of renewable energy supply and battery storage system:

we also conduct experiments to compare co-scheduling and separate scheduling approaches

with solar power (peak supply at 150KW ) and battery storage system (300KWh capacity),

and with initial peak power demand set to 350KW . For separate scheduling, the battery

capacity is proportionally allocated to datacenter and office rooms based on their demands.
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Experimental results show that our co-scheduling approach is more effective than

the separate scheduling approach, with a 11.8% monthly energy cost reduction. Compared

with the co-scheduling case with solar but without battery, an additional 4.1% cost reduction

can be achieved. Figure 2.19 shows the charging/discharging energy of battery in each

decision step in both co-scheduling and separate scheduling approaches. We can see that

our co-scheduling algorithm can better leverage the battery by charging the battery from

grid and solar power during off-peak hours, and discharging the battery during peak hours.
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Figure 2.19: Comparison of battery charging/discharging between co-scheduling and sepa-

rate scheduling approaches

(4) Effectiveness of co-scheduling with different percentage of batch workload:

we also evaluate the effectiveness of our co-scheduling approach with different ratios between

interactive and batch workload. We reduce the total amount of batch workload from 80%

to 20% among all workload, and evaluate the cost reduction co-scheduling can achieve (with

respect to separate scheduling) under various initial estimated peak power.
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Figure 2.20: Cost reduction under different batch workload ratios

As shown in Figure 2.20, our co-scheduling approach can achieve more cost reduc-

tion compared to separate scheduling when there is higher level of batch workload. The

performance of co-scheduling becomes insensitive to the initial estimated peak power when

the percentage of batch workload decreases. That is because less scheduling flexibility can

be provided by datacenter with a small fraction of batch workload.

(5) Consideration of carbon footprint: as introduced in section 2.4.2, our co-scheduling

formulation may also be used for reducing carbon footprint, using an extended objective

function as shown in equation (2.90). Figure 2.21 shows the carbon footprint and energy

cost of co-scheduling and separate scheduling approaches under different values of weight

wc. Initial estimated peak power is set to 350KW to study the trade-off between carbon

footprint and energy cost without renewables or battery storage. From Figure 2.21, we can

see that the co-scheduling approach is more effective in reducing carbon footprint, at the

expense of higher energy cost.
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Chapter 3

Proactive Demand Participation of

Smart Buildings in Smart Grid

In this chapter, we fully take advantage of the energy flexibility provided by smart

buildings and integrate it with the electricity market optimization to further improve the

overall power grid power efficiency. In section 3.1, we present a novel proactive demand

participation demand response (DR) scheme to enable building customers actively partici-

pate in the wholesale electricity market operation [67, 92, 66]. In section 3.2, we analyze the

security issues and evaluate the effectiveness and robustness of our proactive DR scheme

against several possible security attacks, and demonstrate its robustness compared with

conventional passive DR strategies [68].
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3.1 Proactive Demand Participation of Smart Buildings

In this section, we present our proactive demand response (DR) strategy which

enables the customers actively participate in the decision process in the whole-sale elec-

tricity market, and thus further improves the overall energy efficiency across the entire

power grid. Our integrated market operations framework with proactive demand partici-

pation from smart buildings is illustrated in Figure 3.1. The framework integrates demand

response and network optimization across three levels of the smart grid – individual (build-

ing) customers, distribution system, and transmission system – through the interactions of

three key decision making entities, including intelligent building energy scheduling agent,

distribution system operator/customer aggregator and wholesale market operator. We will

first briefly introduce these three key components as follows and present the details of each

phase later in section 3.1.1.

(1) Intelligent building energy scheduling agent: at the building customer level,

intelligent energy scheduling agent is designed to reduce energy cost and enable proactive

demand participation. First, as part of the building automation and control system, the

agent minimizes the building operating energy cost by scheduling the energy consumptions

of various subsystems and controlling the usage of heterogeneous energy supply sources,

while satisfying the requirements from building occupants. In this work, we address the

scheduling of HVAC systems and battery storage systems with an MPC control algorithm.

Then, the agent constructs demand bid curves that capture the potential building

energy demand under various possible grid electricity price. Those demand bid curves will

then be sent to the distribution system operator/customer aggregator via wide-area network.
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Figure 3.1: Overview of proactive demand response scheme

After the day-ahead and real-time markets are cleared by the electricity wholesale market

operator, the building intelligent agent will receive the dispatch operating points in the

same way as a regular power plant. By following the total electricity dispatch instruction,

the intelligent agent will then coordinate various flexible loads to determine the amount of

electricity that should be allocated to each of them.

(2) Distribution system operator/customer aggregator: the number of building cus-

tomers in a regional electricity market could easily add up to millions. It is inefficient and

impractical to deal with every individual customer’s demand bid curve directly in the elec-
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tricity market. To reduce the complexity of unit commitment and economic dispatch pro-

cess when flexible load demand bids are considered, distribution system operator/customer

aggregator needs to accurately aggregate individual demand bid curves at the substation

level. Namely, the distribution system operator needs to find a set of equivalent overall

demand bids which reflect integral demand bid characteristics of all individual customers at

the transmission interconnection node while considering the physical models of distribution

system. In the distribution system, there could exist participations from both proactive

customers and passive customers who do not participate in the proactive demand bid pro-

gram. To deal with the mixed customer structure, it is essential for distribution system

operator/customer aggregator to predict the flexible load demand from passive customers

based on smart meter data and current weather information.

The demand bid aggregation process follows an iterative process if the distribution

network is radial. The load at downstream node could be related to upstream node by

considering distribution network losses [44]. The locational marginal price (LMP) at the

downstream nodes could depend on the transmission interconnection nodes when marginal

distribution losses due to power injection at the downstream node is considered [45]. Finally,

the aggregated demand bid information will be incorporated into the day-ahead and real-

time market clearing process. After these markets are cleared, the distribution system

operator is responsible for disaggregating the distribution system dispatch operating point

into individual customers.

(3) Wholesale market operator: currently, in most independent system operators’ five-

minute real-time operations, demand is treated as fixed injection into the power network.
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The wholesale market operator typically uses very short-term load forecasting algorithm to

estimate total load in a region and then disaggregates the total load to individual nodes

based on load distribution factors estimated from state estimation solutions. In our in-

tegrated market operations framework, the distribution system operators will submit de-

mand bids at each transmission interconnection point as described above. The aggregated

demand bid represents overall willingness to pay of all customers under the same pricing

node. Therefore, apart from minimizing the total purchase cost of energy and ancillary

services, the market operator will also try to maximize the sum of expected surplus of both

generators and customers. The wholesale market operator is responsible for sending the

dispatch operating points of the aggregated demand bids back to the distribution system

operator.

3.1.1 Design of Proactive Demand Participation Framework

In this section, we introduce the design details of our framework. We first present

the intelligent energy scheduling algorithm at the building customer level, the creation and

aggregation of demand bid curves for individual buildings. Next, we illustrate the market

operation optimization at the network level and disaggregation of dispatching points. Then,

we present our proactive demand participation scheme.

A. Intelligent Building Energy Scheduling

At individual building customer level, it has been shown in chapter 2 that ap-

propriately managing flexible energy loads such as HVAC systems and battery storage can

effectively reduce both peak power demand and total energy cost of buildings. Furthermore,
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it is also essential to coordinate the building energy consumption behavior collaboratively

in a holistic formation to maximize power grid efficiency. Next, we will first introduce our

building thermal dynamics model, the MPC-based building energy scheduling algorithm

that addresses both HVAC control and battery storage usage based on the proof-of-concept

formulation presented in section 2.1.

(1) Building thermal dynamics model: we use a building thermal dynamics model

similarly as in section 2.1, where a building is considered as a network. The building can

be modeled by using two types of nodes: walls and rooms. The temperature of each wall

node and room node can be modeled by equations (3.1) and (3.2).

Cωi
dTωi
dt

=
∑
j∈Nωi

Tj − Tωi
R′ij

+ riαiAiq
′′
radi

(3.1)

Cri
dTri
dt

=
∑
j∈Nri

Tj − Tri
R′ij

+ ṁrica(Tsi − Tri) + ωiτωiAωiq
′′
radi

+ q̇inti (3.2)

As mentioned in section 2.1.1, the above heat transfer differential equations of

walls and rooms can be transformed into the following linear state space equation (3.3), by

linearizing and discretizing the state space realization by following the methods discussed

in section 2.1.

xk+1 = Axk +Buk + Ed̂k (3.3)

yk = Cxk

In equation (3.3), A is the system state coefficient matrix, B and C are control and output

matrices respectively, while matrix E combines the impacts of various environmental factors

on room temperature. The original nonlinear model is used for state estimation and calcu-

lating the actual temperature evolution in our simulation. While for control purpose, we
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use the linear thermal dynamics model to capture the building heat transfer characteristics

and develop the MPC-based building energy scheduling algorithm as follows.

(2) MPC-based building energy scheduling algorithm: based on the building thermal

dynamics model, we formulate an MPC-based control algorithm to co-schedule the HVAC

control and the battery storage usage for reducing energy cost, while meeting HVAC system

requirements on room temperature and airflow:

min
i+w−1∑
t=i

[
pg(t) · eg(t) + pb · eb(t)

]
, ∀t ∈ [i, i+ w + 1] (3.4)

s.t: Tc(t+ 1) = A · Tc(t) +B · u(t) + E · d̂(t) (3.5)

U− ≤ u(t) ≤ U+ (3.6)

T−(t+ 1) ≤ C · Tc(t+ 1) ≤ T+(t+ 1) (3.7)

eg(t) = eH(t) + eB(t), eg(t) ≥ 0 (3.8)

eH(t) = c1u(t)3 + c2u(t)2 + c3u(t) + c4 (3.9)

− dr · τ ≤ eB(t) ≤ cr · τ (3.10)

Soc(t+ 1) = (1− γ) · Soc(t) + ρ · eB(t) (3.11)

E− ≤ Soc(t+ 1) ≤ E+ (3.12)

Soc(t+ 1) = E0, if t mod N = 0 (3.13)

eb(t) =


|eB(t)| eB(t) < 0

0 eB(t) ≥ 0

(3.14)

The MPC-based algorithm is applied periodically. At each decision step t, it

determines the optimal air flow volume trajectory [u(t), u(t + 1), · · · , u(t + w − 1)] and

battery charging/discharging trajectory [eB(t), eB(t+1), · · · , eB(t+w−1)] for a predicting
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window w. The optimization takes into account the electricity price forecasts and the

building operation constraints such as room temperature constraints and battery storage

charging/discharging restrictions. The room temperature within the predicting window

is predicted based on the thermal dynamics model, the air flow volume trajectory, and

the forecasted environmental disturbances. Once the optimal air flow volume and battery

charging/discharging trajectories are determined, the MPC algorithm will implement the

first entry u(t) and eB(t) to control the HVAC system and operate the battery storage.

Next, the decision step will advance to t + 1 and the predicting window will be advanced

by one decision step accordingly (in our experiments the decision step is set to one hour),

and the MPC algorithm will be applied again.

Variables and parameters of the MPC formulation are listed in Table 3.1. Objec-

tive function (3.4) minimizes the total energy cost within the predicting window. The first

term of (3.4) captures the energy consumption cost of the grid electricity, while the second

term calculates the battery depreciation cost (based on battery manufacturing cost and

battery maximum charging/discharging cycles). Battery discharging energy is denoted by

eb(t) and calculated in equation (3.14), where eB(t) < 0 represents battery discharging en-

ergy while eB(t) > 0 denotes battery charging energy. As shown in objective function (3.4),

the battery depreciation cost is calculated during the battery discharging process. Equation

(3.5) follows equation (3.3) and calculates the temperature of building thermal zones, where

d̂(t) is the environment disturbance vector that represents sun radiation intensity, ambient

temperature, etc. Constraint (3.6) sets bounds for air flow input volume. Constraint (3.7)

sets bounds for room temperature, which has to be satisfied for building occupants comfort.
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Constraint (3.8) sets the relation among grid electricity consumption eg(t), HVAC energy

consumption eH(t), and battery charging/discharging energy eB(t). The HVAC energy con-

sumption eH(t) is calculated in equation (3.9) as a function of air flow volume, and is based

on the result from [74]. Constraint (3.10) restricts battery maximum charging/discharging

rate. Equation (3.11) updates battery state-of-charge in the next decision step by consid-

ering battery energy decay and round-trip efficiency. Constraint (3.12) sets the battery

charging/discharging safety boundary. Constraint (3.13) is the battery end-of-day energy

limit, which requires the battery to have the same initial state-of-charge condition when the

next day begins.

Table 3.1: MPC algorithm variables definition

i current decision step w predicting window length
τ length of decision step N total number of steps
cr max charging rate pb battery depreciation cost

dr max discharge rate d̂ environment disturbances
u air flow volume pg electricity price vector
Tc node temperature eH HVAC energy demand

eg building energy consumption
eb battery discharging energy
eB battery charging/discharging energy
Soc battery state-of-charge
E0 battery initial state-of-charge
γ battery energy decay rate
ρ battery round-trip efficiency

A,B,C,E building thermal dynamics state space matrices
U−, U+ air flow volume lower/upper bounds
T−, T+ comfort zone temperature lower/upper bounds
E−, E+ battery charging/discharging range bounds

c1, c2, c3, c4 HVAC energy demand function coefficients
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B. Demand Bid Curve Creation and Aggregation

The intelligent building energy scheduling algorithm provides the optimal energy

schedule of buildings for each decision step within the predicting window, given the forecast-

ing information of real-time prices and environment disturbances. The pair of electricity

demand and price forecast reflects the amount of electricity that customers would be willing

to buy at the corresponding price in current decision step. As we increase (or decrease)

the electricity price forecast for current decision step while keeping price forecasts for the

rest of the decision steps fixed 1, the corresponding optimal energy consumption for current

decision step decreases (or increases). These pairs of electricity price and quantity forecast

explicitly quantify the flexibility of buildings in current decision step. The locus of points

traced out by following the price-quantity pairs when we gradually increase price forecast

for current decision step, forms the building’s flexible load demand bid curve [66]. An ex-

ample of an individual customer flexible loads demand bid curve in a specific decision step

is shown as Figure 3.2.

(1) Demand bid curve: we develop Algorithm 1 to derive the demand bid curve of an

individual customer. All notations used in Algorithm 1 are declared in Table 3.2. In the

following, bold notations represent vectors and plain notations represent scalars.

As shown in Algorithm 1, calculating demand bid curve at current decision step

i requires a price forecast vector pr (whose length is the same as the predicting window

1The real-time electricity price time series may exhibit autocorrelation, higher volatility and frequency
of spikes, in which case a Markov regime switching model could be adopted to model the price series [93].
For simplicity, these stochastic factors are not modeled in this dissertation.
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Figure 3.2: Demand bid curve

Algorithm 1 P d
j = Demand Curve(i,pr)

1: Set Plower and Pupper

2: L← (Pupper − Plower)/Pincr + 1

3: for l := 1 to L do

4: λi ← Plower + Pincr ∗ (l − 1)

5: pr[i]← λi

6: d← MPC(i,pr)

7: w[l]← λi

8: P d
j [l]← d[1]

9: return P d
j
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Table 3.2: Algorithm 1 and 2 variables definition

λi possible price at decision step i pr electricity price vector

l indices of bid points in demand bid curve
L total number of price points in demand bid curve
Pincr price increment
d optimal energy scheduling within predicting window
w customer willingness to pay for energy consumption P d

j

Plower lower bound of price at decision step i
Pupper upper bound of price at decision step i
nj number of buildings on bus j
P d
j energy consumption of individual demand bids set j

P d
j,k energy consumption of building k in demand bids set P d

j

PD
j energy consumption of aggregated demand bids set j

size in MPC). Plower and Pupper bound the possible price for current decision step i. Line

2 determines the number of distinct bid points. During each iteration, a possible price for

decision step i is stored into λi in line 4 and pr is updated in line 5. Then line 6 runs MPC

algorithm to compute the optimal energy scheduling d within current predicting window

based on the updated price forecast profile pr. Line 7 and 8 store the possible price value

and the corresponding demand bid into w and P d
j , respectively. Finally those isolated

price-demand pairs are connected sequentially to form the demand bid curve of current

decision step i.

(2) Individual demand bid curve aggregation: the individual demand bid curves

derived by Algorithm 1 need to be properly aggregated at substation level in order to solve

the electricity market economic dispatch optimization problem. Without considering power

losses in distribution lines, individual demand bid curves could be linearly added up to form

the substation-level demand bid curve. This is shown in Algorithm 2 with notations defined

in Table 3.2. Line 1 in Algorithm 2 initializes the aggregated demand bids set PD
j . In line
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3, all individual demand bids set P d
j,k in demand bids set j are linearly added up to derive

the aggregated demand bid set on bus j.

Algorithm 2 PD
j = Bid Aggregate(j,P d

j )

1: PD
j ← [0]1×L

2: for k := 1 to nj do

3: PD
j ← PD

j + P d
j,k

4: return PD
j

C. Integrated Market Operations

(1) Network optimization formulation: the real-time market clears the supply offers

with demand bids by maximizing the sum of the surplus of generation companies and retail

customers. In each decision step, the wholesale market operator clears demand and supply

in the network by solving a security constrained economic dispatch (SCED) problem [94][95],

as shown below.
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max{
∑
j∈J

uj(P̂
D
j )−

∑
i∈I

Ci(P̂
G
i )} (3.15)

s.t: Pk − Pgk + Pdk = 0, k = 1, ..., Nbus (3.16)

|
Nbus∑
k=1

GSFbk × Pk| ≤ F bmax (3.17)

P̂Gi ≤ Pmaxi , i ∈ I (3.18)

P̂Gi ≥ Pmini , i ∈ I (3.19)

uj(P̂
D
j ) =

L∑
l=1

wljP̂
D
lj (3.20)

Ci(P̂
G
i ) = aiP̂

G
i + bi(P̂

G
i )2 (3.21)

The notations in SCED algorithm are presented in Table 3.3. The objective func-

tion (3.15) maximizes the sum of total surplus of all customers and power generation com-

panies. Meanwhile it also minimizes the total generation cost. The first term of equation

(3.15) denotes customers’ utility function, while the second term denotes the sum of gen-

eration cost. Customer utility function uj and generator cost function Ci are calculated

in equation (3.20) and (3.21), respectively. Equation (3.16) is power supply/demand con-

straint for each bus. We use λ to denote the multiplier vector of constraints (3.16). It

represents the shadow price of real power balance constraint on each bus. λ corresponds to

the LMP in electricity market. Constraint (3.17) guarantees that the power flow will not

exceed the thermal capacity on each transmission line. Constraints (3.18) and (3.19) bound

the maximum and minimum power output of each generator.
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Table 3.3: SCED algorithm variables definition

Pk bus k power injection J aggregated demand bids set
Pgk bus k total generation I set of generators

Pdk bus k total demand P̂Gi generator i power generation

GSFbk generation shift factor from bus k to line b
F bmax maximum power flow on line b
Nbus number of buses in the power network

P̂Dj dispatched energy consumption of aggregated

demand bids set j

P̂Dlj segment l energy consumption of P̂Dj
wlj customer willingness to pay for electricity demand P̂Dlj
Pmini minimum power output of generator i
Pmaxi maximum power output of generator i

(2) Substation dispatching points disaggregation: after the wholesale market clears

energy demand and supply bidding, the dispatch points need to be disaggregated into indi-

vidual dispatching instructions for each building to manage its flexible loads. Algorithm 3

elaborates this procedure, with notations shown in Table 3.4.

Without considering power losses in distribution system, the disaggregation can

be performed for two cases: (1) clearing price is not at the jump point of the aggregated

demand bid curve, in which case the dispatch quantity for each customer is exactly the

energy consumption at clearing price in its demand bid curve; and (2) clearing price falls

on the jump point, in which case the disaggregated dispatch quantity consists of two parts.

The first part is the same as the quantity in case (1) and those quantities will be subtracted

from the total dispatch quantity Q[j]. Then the remaining dispatch quantity is allocated

to each customer proportionally based on their energy demand variation at current clearing

price λ[j] in its demand bid curve (line 7).
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Algorithm 3 q = Dispatch Disaggregate(j,λ,Q)

1: q ← [0]1×nj

2: for k := 1 to nj do

3: if λ[j] 6∈ wj then . Clearing price is not at jump point

4: q[k]← Pdj,k(λ[j])

5: else . Clearing price is at jump point

6: q[k]← Pdj,k(λ[j])

7: +
P
d,λ
j,k−P

d,λ
j,k∑nj

k=1(P
d,λ
j,k−P

d,λ
j,k )
·
[
Q[j]−

∑nj
k=1 P

d
j,k(λ[j])

]
8: return q

Table 3.4: Algorithm 3 variables definition

q set of disaggregated dispatch quantities
nj number of buildings on bus j
Q set of total dispatch quantity on each bus
λ set of clearing price on each bus
wj set of prices in jump points of demand bid curve on bus j
Pdj,k mapping function between P d

j,k and its bidding prices

PDj mapping function between PD
j and its bidding prices

P
d,λ
j,k maximum energy consumption at price λ in individual

demand bid curve k on bus j

P d,λj,k minimum energy consumption at price λ in individual

demand bid curve k on bus j

D. Overall Proactive Demand Participation Algorithm

Based on the methodologies and algorithms introduced in previous subsections

3.1.1 and 3.1.1, we summarize the algorithm flow for our proactive demand participation

strategy, as show in Algorithm 4 with notations in Table 3.5.
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Algorithm 4 Pr = Proactive Response(Pr)

1: Pr = [pr1 ,pr2 , ...,prNbus
]T

2: while i ≤ 24 do

3: for each j ∈ J do

4: for k := 1 to nj do

5: P d
j ← Demand Curve(i,prj ) . Algorithm 1

6: PD
j ← Bid Aggregate(j,P d

j ) . Algorithm 2

7: (λi,Qi)← SCED(PD
j , D̂)

8: for each j ∈ J do

9: prj [i]← λi[j]

10: qi,j ← Dispatch Disaggregate(j,λi,Qi)

. Algorithm 3

11: for k := 1 to nj do

12: MPC(i,prj , qi,j [k])

13: i← i+ 1

14: return Pr
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Table 3.5: Algorithm 4 variables definition

Pr price profile matrix prj price vector on bus j

D̂ fixed load demand Nbus number of buses

λi set of clearing price on each bus in decision step i
P d
j energy consumption of individual demand bids set j

PD
j energy consumption of aggregated demand bids set j

Qi set of total dispatch quantity on each bus in decision step i
qi,j dispatching quantities on bus j in decision step i

As shown in line 5 of Algorithm 4, at current decision step i, Demand Curve

algorithm (Algorithm 1) constructs flexible demand bid curves of individual buildings by

solving the MPC formulation in subsection 3.1.1. Then in line 6, individual demand bid

curves are aggregated at substation level (Algorithm 2). The aggregated demand bid curve

contains the information of how much electricity customers would be willing to buy at

different price rates. Based on such information, in line 7, the SCED algorithm introduced in

subsection 3.1.1 determines the economic dispatching points, which contain both electricity

market clearing price λi and dispatch quantity Qi in decision step i. The substation-level

dispatching points are disaggregated into dispatch quantity for each individual building

customer in line 10 (Algorithm 3). Finally, in line 12 each building operates its flexible load

by strictly following the dispatch quantity qi,j .

3.1.2 Baseline Passive Demand Response

To evaluate our proactive demand response scheme, we compare it with a conven-

tional passive demand response strategy as introduced below. In this baseline passive de-

mand response process, the building energy management system uses the same MPC-based

algorithm to schedule HVAC control and battery storage usage, based on the real-time
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electricity price forecast. Then customers’ current energy demand information is submitted

to the electricity market operator. Next the electricity market operator is responsible for

solving the SCED problem and determining the electricity price for current decision step,

given customers’ energy demand information.

i = 1

i = 2

i = 3

MPC(1 , pr)

MPC(2 , pr)

MPC(3 , pr)

Interval

......1 2 3 24 1 2

price forecast clearing price updated forecast 

Figure 3.3: Passive demand response diagram

Figure 3.3 illustrates the process of passive demand response strategy for the first

three decision steps. When scheduling energy demand for the first decision step, the MPC

algorithm determines current decision step’s optimal flexible load energy demand based on

the initial electricity price forecasts. Then the electricity market operator sets the electricity
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price and updates customers’ price forecast profile for current decision step (shown by dash-

line shadow). The price forecasts of the rest decision steps remain fixed. Next, the predicting

window in the MPC algorithm is moved forward by one decision step and the algorithm

solves the optimal energy scheduling within the new predicting window. The price forecast

profile on the new predicting window is constructed by adding the updated price of last

decision step at the end of the initial price forecast profile (as shown by solid-line shadow), by

assuming the following day’s price has a similar characteristic as the corresponding decision

step at current day. We repeat the above process to obtain the passive demand response in

each decision step. The passive demand response algorithm is shown in Algorithm 5.

Algorithm 5 Pr = Passive Response(Pr)

1: D = [d1,d2, ...,dNbus
]T

2: Pr = [pr1 ,pr2 , ...,prNbus
]T

3: while i ≤ 24 do

4: for each j ∈ J do

5: dj ← MPC(i,prj )

6: λi ← SCED(D, D̂)

7: for each j ∈ J do

8: prj [i]← λi[j]

9: i← i+ 1

10: return Pr
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Table 3.6: Algorithm 5 variables definition

Pr price profile matrix prj price vector on bus j
D demand profile matrix dj demand vector on bus j

D̂ fixed load demand λi clearing price in decision step i

Nbus number of buses in the power network

In Algorithm 5, Pr is the electricity price matrix that contains the initial price

forecast profile on each bus. D denotes flexible load optimal energy demand matrix, and

each of its row stores the optimal energy demand on corresponding bus. In line 5, the

MPC algorithm determines the total energy demand dj within predicting window for each

bus based on its own price forecast profile prj at decision step i. Line 6 solves the SCED

problem to calculate the clearing price for each bus.

3.1.3 Experiments

A. Experiment Setup

The IEEE 30-bus network, as shown in Figure 3.4, is used to evaluate our proactive

demand response scheme. There are six generation plants in this power network. Generator

locations and their maximum generation capacities are listed in Table 3.7.

Table 3.7: Generator location and capacity

Generator 1 2 3 4 5 6

Bus Number 1 2 22 23 27 13
Max(MW) 730 570 1040 700 1600 600

The effectiveness of demand response strategies, including our proactive scheme,

directly depends on the amount of flexible energy loads in the power network. To more
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Figure 3.4: IEEE 30-bus power network diagram

comprehensively evaluate our scheme, we conduct experiments under different levels of

available flexible energy loads (i.e., different amount of HVAC loads and battery storage in

our case). Specifically, we define five types of buildings. Each building type has different

flexible load ratio (0%, 25%, 50%, 75%and100%) with respect to the total energy demand –

the rest is fixed energy load whose demand profile is given and cannot be changed during

scheduling. The flexible load ratio is defined in equation (3.23), where Dflexible is the total

energy demand from flexible load and Dtotal is the entire energy demand of a building.

Rflexible =
Dflexible

Dtotal
(3.22)

In total, 1000 buildings are deployed on each bus. Each building operates an

HVAC system and is equipped with a battery storage system. Moreover, each building also

has certain amount of fixed load (e.g., lighting and office equipment). Each type of load
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is characterized by a maximum power demand rating. The total peak demand of all types

of load in each building is set to 150kW . The building’s comfort temperature zone range

is set to 20 ◦C ∼ 23 ◦C. The battery’s maximum charging/discharging rate in one hour is

25% of its maximum capacity, and the battery state-of-charge lower and upper bound is set

to 20% and 80% respectively. We calibrate the number of buildings for each building type

to obtain various desired flexible load ratios to a bus. In (3.23), mi denotes the number of

the i-th type of building, Rflexible is our desired flexible load ratio for the bus.

5∑
i=1

mi = 1000 (3.23)

∑5
i=1D

flexible
i ·mi∑5

i=1D
total
i ·mi

= Rflexible

Furthermore, customers in electricity market are allowed to use different types

of demand response strategies, which means some buildings are passive demand response

users while some buildings may follow proactive demand response instructions. We define

the proactive-demand-response ratio as shown in equation (3.24), where Nproactive is the

number of buildings which participate in proactive demand response scheme and Ntotal

is the total number of buildings that contain flexible load in the power network (in our

experiments all buildings have the same peak demand. If the buildings are heterogeneous

in terms of energy demand as in reality, a more accurate capturing of proactive-demand-

response ratio should be based on energy demand rather than number of buildings).

Rproactive =
Nproactive

Ntotal
(3.24)

In the experiment, a reasonable initial electricity price forecast is constructed

by running the passive DR algorithm once. Firstly, each individual building solves the
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optimal energy demand scheduling for 24 hours based on a real-time price profile. Then

the electricity market operator solves the optimal power flow in each decision step and

derives the initial price forecast that fits with the simulation power network. In practice,

time series and artificial intelligence models such as multiple linear regression and artificial

neural network models could be used to generate electricity price forecasts.

B. Experiment Results

(1) Effectiveness of Proactive Demand Response

Effect of proactive-demand-response ratio: we first conduct experiments to study the

effect of proactive demand response strategy on system cost at different customer partic-

ipation levels, assuming the flexible load ratio is 100%. We gradually increase the ratio

of proactive-demand-response customers from 0% to 100%, and assume the rest is passive

demand response customers. In each case, proactive customers bid for their electricity

demand and submit their demand bid curves to wholesale market operator. The system

operator performs economic dispatch algorithm to clear the market based on both the flex-

ible demand bids from proactive customers and the rigid demand bids from the passive

customers. We calculate the system generation cost in each case, and compare it with the

baseline approach where all building customers use passive demand response strategy (i.e.,

0% proactive-demand-response ratio).

As shown in Figure 3.5, the system generation cost can be significantly reduced

with more proactive demand response participation, and can achieve up to 10% in our

experiment. This clearly demonstrates the advantages of our proactive demand response

scheme over passive demand response. When the proactive-demand-response ratio gets very
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high (exceeding 70% in our example), the reduction curve gets flat as the system has fully

leveraged the scheduling potential from proactive customers.
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Figure 3.5: Power system generation cost reduction under various proactive demand re-

sponse ratios

Effect of flexible-load ratio: we then study the effect of flexible load ratio on the power

system generation cost, assuming 100% proactive-demand-response ratio. We vary the

flexible load ratio from 0% to 100%. For each case, we compare the system generation cost

against the baseline passive DR approach. As shown in Figure 3.6, our approach again

provides significant cost reduction with respect to the baseline, and the reduction increases

when the flexible load ratio increases.

Joint effect of proactive-demand-response ratio and flexible-load ratio: we also

conduct experiments to evaluate our proactive demand response scheme under various flex-
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Figure 3.6: Power system generation cost reduction under various flexible load ratios

ible load installment percentage and various proactive customers participation level (es-

sentially a more comprehensive study that includes the previous two aspects). We jointly

change the proactive-demand-response ratio and flexible-load ratio, and compare power

system generation cost reduction at each setting point versus the baseline case. The re-

sults are shown in Figure 3.7. The reduction of system generation cost increases when

proactive-demand-response ratio increases and/or flexible-load ratio increases.

Electricity market pricing: in proactive demand response process, because of the joint

optimization of electricity market dispatch and building energy management, the electricity

wholesale market operator can fully leverage the advantage of building’s flexibility. The

market operator can determine the electricity quantity dispatched to each individual cus-
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Figure 3.7: System generation cost reduction with various flexible load ratios and proactive

demand response ratios

tomer, instead of just trying to meet customers’ energy demand and simply using real-time

prices to guide buildings’ energy consumption. On the other hand, the decision of buildings’

final electricity demand takes power system’s generation capacity and operating conditions

into consideration by providing market operator more flexibility in demand bid curve and

letting market operator decide their electricity consumption. Thus the energy demand on

different buses can be appropriately coordinated to avoid the synchronization of customers’

peak energy demand. Consequently the proactive demand response scheme can effectively

avoid utilizing high-cost generators to supply high power demand.

In Figure 3.8, under 50% of flexible load installment level, the electricity market

price profiles in both passive DR process and proactive DR process are presented together.
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Figure 3.8: Clearing price

We can see that the price profile in proactive DR is much smoother than that in passive DR.

This demonstrates that the proactive demand response scheme can help mitigate volatility

in electricity market pricing.

(2) Comparison with Iterative RTP Scheme

In this work, we implemented an iterative passive RTP scheme and compared it

with our proactive scheme. In the baseline passive demand response strategy introduced in

section 3.1.2, we only update the price forecast at each decision step once. In this itera-

tive RTP scheme, there are multiple iterations between the building-side energy scheduling

and market clearing in transmission network, following the methodologies from [9]. Specif-

ically, when determining the electricity price for customers at each decision step, building

customers first decide their electricity demands based on the current price forecasts (by
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solving the MPC-based formulation), and the market operator determines a clearing price

in the electricity market after receiving the demands from all buildings. Then the build-

ing customers will repeat the energy scheduling based on the new price, and the market

operator will determine a new price based on the new demands. This process will con-

tinue for multiple iterations. In this way, the building-side electricity demand scheduling

and the market-side price settling might evolve toward an optimal solution. We conducted

experiments to compare the system generation cost of our proactive scheme with the cost

of the iterative RTP scheme, under two different levels of flexible load ratios. The results

are shown in Figure 3.9. From the results we can see that with more iterations, the power

system generation cost of iterative RTP scheme may decrease and get close to our proactive

scheme, however still higher and oscillating. Such iterative method could be too slow for

real-time operations due to high number of iterations.
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Figure 3.9: System generation cost comparison between proactive demand response and

iterative RTP scheme at different flexible load ratios: (a) 50% flexible load ratio, (b) 100%
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(3) Building Customer Incentives from Cost Savings

In this section, we study the effect of our proactive demand response scheme

on building operating cost and evaluate how this might incentivize building customers to

participate in the scheme. In passive demand response process, buildings simply schedule

their energy demand base on the real-time price forecast at each decision step. Because

energy management system in buildings simply manage the electricity consumption in the

best interest of their own, a large number of buildings can lead to a very high electricity

demand in power grid, which may lead to very high electricity charge rate for customers

in return. While in our proactive demand response process, the electricity market operator

is trying to maximize all customers’ utility and simultaneously minimize the power system

generation cost. It will typically make a compromising decision between the two and lead

to a relatively low price rate.

Figure 3.10 shows the total building operating cost reduction by using proactive

DR under different flexible-load ratio levels, compared with the baseline passive DR ap-

proach. It demonstrates that building customers may achieve significant operating cost

reduction when they leverage their flexible loads and participate in the proactive DR pro-

cess (in comparison with the passive approach). In many commercial and residential build-

ings, flexible loads such as HVAC systems account for 50% or more of buildings’ total

energy demand [1], and the flexibility could be even higher when leveraging battery stor-

age. This shows significant incentives for building customers to participate in the proactive

DR scheme.
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Figure 3.10: Building operating cost

(4) Trade-off between Building Comfort Level and Cost

Building operating costs and the overall power system generation cost may be

significantly impacted by the required building comfort levels. In this work, we study the

trade-off between these two aspects. We assume 50% of flexible-load installment level, and

gradually relax building’s comfort zone boundary by increasing comfort zone temperature

range from 2◦C to 13◦C (centered around 21.5◦C). This means the building’s HVAC system

will have more flexibility when regulating the temperature. Then we calculate power system

generation cost and total building operating cost for passive and proactive demand response

under different comfort zone scenarios.
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Figure 3.11: Trade-off between building comfort zone temperature range and cost (including

both total building operating cost and system generation cost)

As shown in Figure 3.11, for both passive and proactive demand response strate-

gies, building operating cost and power system generation cost decrease when comfort zone

temperature range increases. The results demonstrate that relaxing building’s comfort zone

requirement can help reduce building customers’ operating cost and power system genera-

tion cost. We can also see that both of the building operating cost and power generation

cost in the passive DR strategy are higher than that from our proactive demand participa-

tion scheme, which further demonstrates the effectiveness of our proactive DR framework.

Furthermore, this quantitative trend could help building operators to make trade off be-

tween comfort level and energy cost based on occupant activities, operating budget and

other factors.
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3.2 Security Analysis of Proactive Participation of Smart

Buildings

In section 3.1, we propose an innovative proactive demand response (DR) scheme

which enables the building customers to actively express their energy scheduling flexibility

by defining the operations for three key decision-making components, i.e., Wholesale Mar-

ket Operator, Distribution System Operator/Customer Aggregator and Intelligent Building

Energy Scheduling Agent. In the proactive demand participation scheme, the bilateral in-

formation exchange among decision-making entities enable the power generation companies

and building customers to benefit from the significant cost reduction. However the proactive

DR scheme may also sustain the threats of malicious cyber attacks, such as guideline price

manipulation, untruthful demand bids, etc. In this work, we will first present the possible

attack strategies against both conventional passive DR strategy and our proactive demand

participation scheme. Then, we conduct experiments to demonstrate the robustness our

proactive DR scheme against various malicious cyber attacks.

3.2.1 Potential Cyber Attacks in Electricity Market

Various types of DR strategies could be vulnerable to three major cyber attacks

as follows due to the bidirectional communication via wide-area network.

• Private information leakage: Customers’ electricity usage preferences are transmitted via

wide-area network. Private information (e.g., the pattern of residents’ daily routine and

customers’ personal information) may be extracted from those data if attackers are able

to access the metering devices [58, 59].
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• Untruthful demand bidding: In proactive demand participation scheme, building cus-

tomers need to submit electricity demand bids. It is possible for malicious customers to

hack metering devices, create and submit fake demand bidding information to mislead

the electricity market operator’s decision for their own benefits [60].

• Guideline price manipulation: Proactive demand participation customers need to rely on

the electricity price forecasts sent from distribution system operator to create their elec-

tricity demand bids and optimally schedule the energy consumption of different types of

flexible loads inside building. Some malicious customers could hack the communication

system and manipulate the electricity guideline price of other customers in the electric-

ity market. In this way, they could possibly mislead other customers’ electricity usage

preferences and consequently achieve some economic benefits for themselves. In [55],

similar electricity guideline price manipulation attacks against the conventional passive

DR scheme has been addressed.

In DR process, building customers mainly rely on the electricity price forecasts

to schedule the demand of their flexible energy loads. While the real-time clearing price

on each bus of the power network is mainly affected by total electricity demand of all

customers in the electricity market. Among the aforementioned security concerns, guideline

price manipulation and untruthful demand bidding could have direct impact on customers’

electricity usage behavior. Thus, some malicious customers could intentionally create a

time period with low electricity price by misleading other customers to use less electricity

by manipulating the guideline price forecast or submitting an untruthful demand bid curve.

In this way, the attacker can obtain certain benefits in electricity consumption cost reduction
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by scheduling its heavy electricity demand in those low-price periods. Figure 3.12 shows

the overview of security analysis for our proactive DR scheme.
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Figure 3.12: Security analysis in proactive demand participation

In this dissertation, we will present the possible guideline price manipulation at-

tacks against both proactive demand participation and passive DR strategy, and then we

evaluate the robustness of our proactive DR scheme against the guideline price manipulation

and untruthful demand bidding attacks based on case studies.
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A. Attacks Against Passive Demand Response Strategy

(1) Attack motivations: before introducing the attack strategies against the proactive

demand participation scheme, we first talk about the possible attack strategies in passive

DR. During passive DR process, utility companies will provide customers with a guideline

price profile, which is used as a guidance for customers to schedule their daily electricity

demand. The guideline price profile is meticulously designed by the utility company based

on the predicted electricity demand of all customers. The guideline price is not used to

charge customers’ electricity consumption [55]. The guideline price profile predicts the fu-

ture electricity price to guide customers’ electricity demand. Consequently a more balanced

power consumption pattern can be achieved throughout the day by encouraging customers

to move some flexible electricity usage during peak hours to off-peak hours. Based on the

electricity consumption of all customers in the past decision step, the electricity market will

determine the real-time price to charge the electricity usage of each customer.

Based on this DR mechanism, some malicious customers can alter the guideline

price in the electricity market to mislead other customers’ scheduling behavior. In this way,

they can force other customers to change their electricity demand and avoid overlapping

the attackers’ own heavy electricity demand with the total peak demand in the electricity

market. In this work, we assume that building customers have certain energy storage ability

apart from flexible energy loads (In this work, HVAC is the major flexible load). To reduce

the electricity consumption cost, the attacker can manipulate the guideline price of other

customers in the way as shown in Figure 3.13. In Figure 3.13, the blue dash line shows the

attacker’s daily energy consumption. Because the attacker has higher electricity demand
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Figure 3.13: Attack strategy against passive demand response

during day time, he/she wishes to reduce the electricity price during that period of time.

The attacker can create a fake guideline price curve shown by the red solid line and schedule

its own electricity demand as follows:

• During period 1, the attacker charge its storage battery. While other customers would

choose to use less electricity because the guideline price they receive is very high.

• During period 2, other customers will charge their storage battery which may lead to a

high real-time price. So the attacker discharge battery to reduce its energy demand.

• During period 3, other customers detects the high electricity price and will try to reduce

their electricity demand by discharging their battery. At this time, the attacker can

schedule its heavy load to this period of time and benefits from the low price rate.

• During period 4, all customers have low electricity demand during this period of time.
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(2) Attack algorithm: the price manipulation strategy against the passive DR is shown

in Algorithm 6. Pn
r represents the normal electricity guideline price and the manipulated

guideline price is denoted by Pm
r . In line 1, the attacker will first determine its heavy energy

demand starting/ending time which are represented by T peakstart and T peakend respectively, and its

storage battery charging ending time T chargeend . Then line 2 to line 5 use the maximum and

minimum price rate in the normal guideline price to set the price rate in different periods

of the manipulated guideline price as discussed in section 3.2.1.

Algorithm 6 Pm
r = Passive Attack(Pn

r )

1: Set T peakstart, T
peak
end and T chargeend

2: Pm
r [1 : T chargeend ]← max(Pn

r )

3: Pm
r [T chargeend : T peakstart]← min(Pn

r )

4: Pm
r [T peakstart : T peakend ]← max(Pn

r )

5: Pm
r [T peakend : Tend]← min(Pn

r )

6: return Pm
r

B. Attacks Against Proactive Demand Participation Scheme

(1) Attack motivations: for proactive demand participation scheme, similar price-manipulation

attacks can be conducted by attackers to reduce their own electricity consumption cost. Un-

like the passive demand response scheme, the attacker cannot directly increase or decrease

other customers’ electricity usage during specific decision steps by decreasing or increasing

the electricity price in the corresponding decision step. That’s because as introduced in sec-

tion 3.1, proactive demand participation customers don’t directly submit their electricity
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demand for each decision step. Actually they will receive an electricity price forecast for

the next 24 hours starting from the current decision step, and create a demand bid curve

based on the information of future electricity price in the market and their energy demand

to operate various energy loads.

For current decision step, if the intelligent building energy scheduling agent de-

tects very high electricity price rates in the following time intervals, the electricity usage

preferences in the demand bid curve would be relatively higher for current time interval.

That’s because when the future electricity price is higher, the customers would be likely to

accept more electricity consumption at high electricity price rate. Otherwise, if the elec-

tricity price rates in future intervals are very low, the intelligent building energy scheduling

agent would choose to construct a demand bid curve with low electricity usage for current

decision step. That’s because when the future prices are lower, customers would choose to

use more electricity later and reduce the their energy demand in current interval.

Based on these features in our proactive demand participation scheme, the attacker

can manipulate other customers’ electricity usage pattern in the following way as shown in

Figure 3.14.

• As shown in Figure 3.14a, at current time, the attacker has low electricity demand (i.e.,

blue dash line). The attacker will send the fake guideline price (i.e., red solid line) to

other customers in the electricity market. As discussed above, other customers would have

high electricity usage preference in their demand bid curves (shown in left figure). In this

way, the electricity market will dispatch a large quantity to normal customers and normal

customers can charge their storage battery with enough dispatch quantity. Consequently,
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Figure 3.14: Attack strategy against proactive demand participation

this would result in higher clearing price. But the attacker has low electricity demand at

current time, so it will not significantly increase the attacker’s electricity bill.

• In Figure 3.14b, when the attack has high electricity demand in current time interval, the

attacker will deceive other customers by sending them a low guideline price profile (as

shown in red solid line). In this case, other customers would discharge their battery to

reduce their electricity demand and create a demand bid curve with low electricity demand
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preferences, which will lead to a very low clearing price in the electricity market. Thus

in current time interval, the attacker could benefit from more electricity consumption.

(2) Attack algorithm: next we present the price manipulation strategy against the proac-

tive demand participation in Algorithm 7.

Algorithm 7 Pm
r = Proactive Attack(Pn

r , Tcurrent)

1: Set T peakstart and T peakend

2: if Tcurrent < T peakstart then

3: Pm
r [2 : Tnum]← max(Pn

r )

4: if T peakstart < Tcurrent < T peakend then

5: Pm
r [2 : Tnum]← min(Pn

r )

6: if T peakend < Tcurrent then

7: Pm
r [2 : Tnum]← max(Pn

r )

8: return Pm
r

In Algorithm 7, the attacker first determine the starting time T peakstart and ending

time T peakend of its electricity demand preference as shown in line 1. From line 2 to line 7,

Tnum denotes the total number of decision step in one day. The attacker will send low

guideline price profile to other customers when the attacker has high electricity demand as

shown in line 4. While when the attacker has low electricity demand as shown in line 2 and

line 6, the attacker will mislead other customers’ decision by sending a high guideline price

profile to them.
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3.2.2 Experiments

A. Experiment Setup

Experiments are conducted on IEEE 30 bus system as shown in Figure 3.15. We

assume there are 1000 buildings on each bus in the network. Each building operates a HVAC

system to maintain the inside temperature within the preferred comfort level. Moreover,

each building is also equipped with a battery storage system to store electricity energy and

as an energy buffer to regulate building’s total electricity demand throughout one day. The

peak power demand of HVAC system in each building is set to 100 kW and battery storage

system has a maximum charging/discharging rate of 50 kW. Besides, there is also certain

amount of fixed load in the power network, for which the electricity demand is represented

by a historical electricity consumption profile. In our experiment, buildings’ flexible loads

demand accounts for 50% of the total electricity demand in the whole power network (details

about calibrating the flexible loads demand level can be found in [66]).

In the experiment, we assume the attacker is from bus 16 in Figure 3.15. The

attacker will hack the advanced metering infrastructure to block the normal guideline price

signal and send the manipulated guideline price to all customers on other buses (except for

bus 16) in the network. The experiment is conducted for one typical day, the simulation

duration is divided into 24 time intervals and each time interval is set to one hour.

B. Experiment Results

(1) Impact of price manipulation in proactive demand participation: in the 30-bus

power network system, we firstly conduct experiments to evaluate the impact of guideline
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Figure 3.15: IEEE 30-bus network

price manipulation in proactive demand participation scheme. By following the guideline

price manipulation strategy presented in section 3.2.1, the attacker on bus 16 misleads

all customers on other buses by sending them a fake guideline price profile in each time

interval. But the attacker itself will submit normal demand bid curve to the electricity

market operator based on its real electricity demand. In this way, the attacker can keep

other customers’ high electricity demand from coinciding with its own heavy load demand.

Figure 3.16 shows the results of clearing price and customers’ electricity demand

when the guideline price manipulation attack is conducted by the attacker on bus 16. In

Figure 3.16, the red dash line represents the normalized clearing price in the attack scenario

based on the normal clearing price without attack. The blue curve represents the attacker’s
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Figure 3.16: Normalized energy consumption and clearing price under price manipulation

attack in proactive demand participation scheme

electricity demand and the black curve shows the average electricity demand of all normal

customers on other buses (except for bus 16). They are also normalized based on the average

electricity demand in normal proactive demand response scenario without attack.

In Figure 3.16, we can see that the trend of clearing price is mainly affected

by majority of normal customers’ electricity consumption. That’s because compared with

total electricity consumption of all normal customers in the electricity market, the electricity

usage on bus 16 doesn’t have as huge impact as those normal customers on the final clearing

price. This characteristic is the key that the attacker can achieve economic benefits by

manipulating the guideline price. We can see that the attacker creates a low price period
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when it has high electricity demand and always avoid high electricity consumption in the

same time intervals with other normal customers. Finally the experiment results show that

by performing the guideline price manipulation, the attacker can achieve a 3.8% electricity

cost reduction in one day as other normal customers’ electricity cost is increased by 2.1%.

(2) Impact of price manipulation in passive demand response: we study the impact

of guideline price manipulation on customers’ electricity consumption cost in passive de-

mand response scheme. In this case, the attacker on bus 16 manipulates the guideline price

of normal customers by performing the attack strategy introduced in section 3.2.1. The

attacker could speculate other customers’ electricity demand in each time interval based on

the fake guideline price sent to other normal customers. The attacker itself could schedule

its heavy electricity demand accordingly in the intervals when the electricity price is low.

In Figure 3.17, similar as the result in section 3.2.2, the red dash line represents the

normalized clearing price in the attack scenario. The blue curve and black curve represents

the normalized electricity demand from the attacker and normal customers respectively. As

shown in Figure 3.17, the trend of final clearing price is also dominated by the normal cus-

tomers’ electricity consumption. The attacker avoids consuming large amount of electricity

together with the majority of customers in the electricity market. By manipulating the

guideline price of other normal customers, the attacker forces the normal customers to shift

their heavy electricity demand away from the attacker’s peak electricity demand period.

The experiment results show that in the passive demand response scheme the attacker can

achieve an up to 17.2% daily electricity consumption cost reduction by performing guideline

price manipulation. While other normal customers’ electricity bill is increased by 6.4%.
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Figure 3.17: Normalized energy consumption and clearing price under price manipulation

attack in passive demand response scheme

(3) Comparison of impacts of cyber attacks on two different demand response

strategies: from the above experiment results, we can see that the cost reduction achieved

by conducting attacks against the proactive demand participation scheme is more temperate

(3.8% in proactive case and 17.2% in passive case) than that in attacks against the passive

demand response scheme. That’s because in passive demand response scheme, the guideline

price is a direct stimulus that encourages customers to schedule flexible electricity demand

in pursuit of reducing their electricity bill. So manipulating the guideline price could greatly

change customers’ electricity demand preference, which results in significant variations in

clearing price and electricity consumption cost. While for customers in proactive demand
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participation scheme, the guideline price is just used as a reference for customers to cre-

ate their demand bid curve. After the electricity market operator receives demand bid

information from all substations, a market clearing process, aiming at minimizing total

generation cost, will be performed to determine the dispatch quantities to all customers.

Even if customers in the electricity market submit demand bid curves containing very high

electricity demands, the market clearing process can also effectively alleviate concurrent

peak power demand by selecting a set of more temperate dispatch points to balance the

electricity demand among geographically distributed customers. That explains why the

proactive demand participation scheme is more robust against guideline price manipulation

attacks compared with passive demand response scheme.

(4) Impact of untruthful demand bidding on proactive demand participation:

malicious customers may also submit untruthful demand bid curves to gain benefits for

themselves. In this work, we conduct experiments to evaluate the impact of such manipu-

lation of demand bid curves.

We consider the cases where a malicious customer (or multiple colluding customers)

has gained control of 50% of the buildings in the network. For simplicity, in this experiment

we assume buildings all have the same characteristics (e.g., same flexible load ratio of 50%,

same battery storage capacity, etc.), and therefore the malicious customer has control of

50% of the energy demand in the network. In practice it is highly unlikely that such high

percentage of demand is under control of malicious customer(s). Nevertheless, we consider

it here in our study to investigate how much impact the manipulation of demand bid curves

may have in extreme cases.
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Figure 3.18 shows two manipulated untruthful demand bid curves – in one the

bidding price is lowered by 50% and in the other the bidding price is raised by 100% (i.e.,

2X). There are many other ways to manipulate the true demand bid curve. We study these

two as examples in this work.
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Figure 3.18: Manipulated untruthful demand bid curves

Then, first we consider several cases in which the malicious customer lowers the

demand bid curves of part of the buildings it controls by 50% at the beginning of peak-load

hours (1 : 00 pm) for an hour. Intuitively, the malicious customer tries to drive the clearing

price lower to benefit the rest of the buildings it controls. Note that for the part of the

buildings that submit untruthful lower demand bid curves at 1 : 00 pm, they will get lower

amount of grid electricity dispatched to them at that hour. Therefore their demand for
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grid electricity might be higher later on, and their total operating cost might not be lower.

However, the malicious customer hopes to achieve an overall reduction of its cost from all

of the buildings it controls. Figure 3.19 shows the clearing price in different cases, where

the malicious customer manipulates 10%, 20%, 30%, 40% and 50% of all the buildings in

the market. In the last case the malicious customer basically lowers the demand bid curves

of all its controlled buildings at 1pm (note that we assume the malicious customer controls

50% of the buildings in the market).
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Figure 3.19: Clearing price under manipulated demand bids (lowered by 50%) in different

cases

From Figure 3.19, we can see that the more buildings that submit manipulated

(lower) demand bids, the lower the clearing price at 1 : 00 pm is. During the peak hours from
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1 : 00 pm to 7 : 00 pm, the clearing price does not change significantly as battery is used to

reduce the demand for grid electricity. After 7 : 00 pm, there is an increase in the clearing

price. This confirms our analysis above – the manipulated buildings have to request more

energy later to satisfy temperature comfort requirements and battery charging/discharging

constraints.

Table 3.8 shows the total operating cost for the malicious customer and the total

cost for the rest of the customers (i.e., the other 50% of the buildings in the network), under

the five different cases as explained above. We can see that when the malicious customer

manipulates a minority part of its buildings (i.e., 10% and 20% of the total buildings, out

of 50% it controls), it gains a very small reduction in its cost; while other customers also

see a small reduction. When the malicious customer manipulates more of its buildings, its

overall cost starts increasing since the manipulated buildings actually have a higher cost

over the whole process.

Table 3.8: Total costs for malicious customer and for other customers under manipulated

demand bid curves

Malicious Customer Other Customers
Cost ($) Change Cost ($) Change

No manipulation 841930 - 841950 -
10% buildings manipulated 841540 ↓ 0.05% 841630 ↓ 0.04%
20% buildings manipulated 840410 ↓ 0.18% 839900 ↓ 0.24%
30% buildings manipulated 842140 ↑ 0.03% 840950 ↓ 0.12%
40% buildings manipulated 844160 ↑ 0.27% 841400 ↓ 0.07%
50% buildings manipulated 845361 ↑ 0.41% 840721 ↓ 0.15%

We also conducted similar experiments where the malicious customer raises the

demand bid curves by 100% at 1 : 00 pm for various percentage of the buildings it controls
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(from 10% to 50% of all buildings in the market). The change of total operating cost is

very small – within 0.05% for all cases. We also tried lowering and raising the true demand

bid curves for more than one hour during the peak hours (e.g., for the entire peak hours of

1 : 00 pm to 7 : 00 pm), and the changes are all relatively minor – within 0.5%. Overall,

the manipulations do not lead to a significant cost variation in our experiments. This

demonstrates the robustness of our scheme with respect to the manipulation of demand bid

curves.
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Chapter 4

Deep Reinforcement Learning for

Building Energy Management

In this chapter, we leverage the state-of-the-art deep reinforcement learning (DRL)

to boost the energy efficiency in smart buildings. In section 4.1, we develop data-driven

control algorithms for building HVAC control by modeling the key components of Markov

Decision Process (MDP) in buildings [69, 70]. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our

DRL-based HVAC control algorithm in reducing building energy cost while maintaining

the room temperature within comfort range, and greatly reducing the design complexity of

building energy management systems.
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4.1 Deep Reinforcement Learning for Building HVAC Con-

trol

The recently proposed deep reinforcement learning (DRL) technique, which has

been shown successful in playing Atari and Go games [61, 62], emerges as a powerful data-

driven method for solving complex control problems. The DRL technique can handle large

state space by building a deep neural network to relate the value estimates and associ-

ated state-action pairs, thereby overcoming the shortcoming of conventional RL. In this

work, we develop an efficient DRL-based algorithm for HVAC control by 1) formulating

the HVAC operation as a Markov Decision Process (MDP) 1, 2) developing a DRL-based

control framework and an efficient heuristic variant, and 3) facilitating algorithm training

and evaluation with a co-simulation framework.

Figure 4.1 illustrates the overview of our DRL-based framework for HVAC control

and evaluation. During building operation, it learns an effective control policy based on

sensing data input, without relying on any thermal dynamics model. For offline training

and validation of the algorithm, we leverage detailed building dynamics model built in the

widely-adopted EnergyPlus simulation tool 2 [63]. Simulation results demonstrate that our

framework is able to significantly reduce the energy cost while meeting the room temperature

requirements. Next, we will present our modeling of key components for our DRL-based

control algorithm.

1Our MDP formulation is general and can be time-variant as well.
2It should be noted that while the detailed EnergyPlus models are highly accurate and suitable for offline

training and validation, their high complexity makes them unsuitable for real-time control.
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Figure 4.1: Our deep reinforcement learning (DRL) based framework for HVAC control and

evaluation. The details of building state transition are defined in section 4.1.1. The details

of DRL learning and control process are presented in section 4.1.2.

4.1.1 System Models

The building HVAC system is operated to maintain a desired temperature within

each zone, based on current temperature and outside environment disturbances. The zone

temperature at next time step is only determined by the current system state and environ-

ment disturbances, and the conditioned air input from the HVAC system. It is independent

from the previous states of the building. Therefore, the HVAC control operation can be

treated as a Markov Decision Process. Next, we formulate the key concepts in this process

to facilitate our DRL-based HVAC control algorithm.

(1) Control actions: we consider a building that has z temperature zones and is equipped

with a VAV (variable air flow volume) HVAC system. The VAV terminal box at each zone
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provides conditioned air (typically at a constant temperature) with an air flow rate that

can be chosen from multiple discrete levels, denoted as F = {f1, f2, ..., fm}. Therefore,

the entire action space A = {A1,A2, ...,An} of the building HVAC control includes all

possible combinations of air flow rate for every zone, i.e., n = mz. Clearly, the dimension

of action space will increase rapidly with larger number of zones and air flow rate levels,

which will then greatly increase the training time and degrade the control performance. In

section 4.1.2, we introduce a multi-level control heuristic for multiple zones to combat this

challenge.

(2) System states: the optimal control action is determined based on the observation of

the current system state. In this work, we consider current (physical) time, zone tempera-

ture and environment disturbances (i.e. ambient temperature and solar irradiance intensity)

to determine the optimal control action. In particular, incorporating current time infor-

mation in the state enables the DRL algorithm to adapt to time related activities, such as

time-varying temperature requirements, electricity price, occupant activities and equipment

operation in the building. For environment disturbances, instead of just using current am-

bient temperature and solar irradiance, we also take into account of multi-step forecast of

weather data. This is important because the weather pattern can vary significantly. Con-

sidering a short sequence of weather forecast data enables our DRL algorithm to capture

the trend of the environment, perform proactive control and adapt to time-variant systems.

(3) Rewards function: the goal of the DRL algorithm is to minimize the total energy

cost while maintaining the temperature of each zone within a desired range, by taking a

sequence of actions {a1, a2, . . . , at}, where at ∈ A. After taking an action at−1 at state
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st−1, the building will evolve into a new state st and the DRL algorithm will receive an

immediate reward rt, as calculated below in equation (4.1).

rt = −cost(at−1, st−1)− λ
z∑
i=1

([T it − T
i
t]+ + [T it − T it ]+) (4.1)

which includes the energy cost of the last action at−1 and the total penalty of temperature

violation. We use negative rewards as our DRL algorithm will maximize the total reward. It

should be noted that the goal of minimizing energy cost contradicts the goal of maintaining

desired temperature, and the reward function tries to balance these two factors.

During the operation of HVAC systems, we want to maximize the accumulative

reward R =
∑∞

i=1 γ
i−1rt+i, where γ ∈ [0, 1] is a decay factor that controls the window length

when maximizing the reward. We use Q∗(st, at), i.e., the optimal value, to represent the

maximum accumulative reward we can obtain by taking action at in state st. Q∗(st, at) can

be calculated by Bellman Equation (4.2) in a recursive fashion.

Q∗(st, at) := E[rt+1 + γmax
at+1

Q∗(st+1, at+1)|st, at] (4.2)

The state transition in buildings is stochastic, because the zone temperature is affected by

various disturbances, which cannot be accurately measured. In this work, we update the

value estimates by following the Q-learning [96] method, as shown in equation (4.3).

Qt+1(st,at) := Qt(st, at)

+ η(rt+1 + γmax
at+1

Qt(st+1, at+1)−Qt(st, at)) (4.3)

where η ∈ (0, 1] represents the learning rate of value estimates during the training process.

Equation (4.3) should converge to the optimal value Q∗(st, at) over time under the MDP

environment.
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(4) Building control sequence: our DRL algorithm interacts with the building envi-

ronment during operation, or with the EnergyPlus model via the BCVTB (a Ptolemy II

platform that enables co-simulation across different models [97]) interface during offline

training and validation.

As shown in Figure 4.2, we use a separate control step ∆tc = k∆ts to represent

the control frequency of DRL algorithm. Every ∆tc time, as shown in equation (4.4), the

DRL algorithm will observe the building state and update the control action. Between two

control time steps, the control action used to operate the HVAC system remains the same

as the last updated action. While in equation (4.5), the building receives the control signal

and enters its next state every ∆ts time, which represents the building simulation or sensor

sampling frequency.

𝑡 − Δ𝑡$ 𝑡 𝑡 + (k − 1)Δ𝑡$ 𝑡 + kΔ𝑡$ ……

𝑠+,-+. 𝑠+ 𝑠+/(0,1)-+. 𝑠+/0-+.…

𝑎+,-+. 𝑎+ 𝑎+/(0,1)-+. 𝑎+/0-+.…
DRL algorithm

Building 
environment

𝑡 𝑡 + Δ𝑡3
DRL DRL

updateobserve

(4)

(5)

(4)

(5)(5)

updateobserve

Figure 4.2: Building control sequence with DRL algorithm
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at = fDRL(st−∆ts) (4.4)

st = fENV (st−∆ts , at−∆ts) (4.5)

4.1.2 DRL-based HVAC Control Algorithm

A. Value Function Approximation

The combination of possible values of each feature in the state vector forms a very

large state space. In practice, it is more efficient to use generalization methods, such as

randomized trees [98], kernel-based method [99] and neural networks [100] to approximate

the Q-value. In this work, we use the artificial neural network to approximate the Q-value

calculated by equation (4.3).

(1) Neural network architecture: as shown in Figure 4.3, we adopt a similar neural

network structure as in [61]. With this structure, the Q-value estimates for all control

actions (i.e., [A1,A2, ...,An]) can be calculated by performing one forward pass (inference)

in the neural network. This can greatly improve the efficiency when selecting actions with

the ε-greedy policy. The input features of the network are the environment state that is

defined in section 4.1.1. The rectified linear unit (ReLU) is used as the activation function

for hidden layers, and the linear layer is used for inferring action value at the output.

We use the mean squared error between the target Q-value and the inferred output

of neural network as loss function (4.6), where n denotes the number of possible control

actions. Parameters (weights) in the neural network are updated by the mini-batch gradient

descent method w := w − α∆w [101], where α is the learning rate and ∆w = ∂L
∂w .
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Figure 4.3: Structure of the neural network utilized in our DRL framework

L =
1

2n

n∑
i=1

[Q∗(st,Ai)−Q(st,Ai)]2 (4.6)

Being consistent with the Q-learning update process (4.3), the target value Q∗(st,Ai) in

the neural network can be estimated by equation (4.7) when using gradient descent, where

Q values are approximated by the neural network.

Q∗(st, at) = rt+1 + γmax
at+1

Q(st+1, at+1) (4.7)

(2) Training data pre-processing: the input state vector st consists of various types

of features in the building. The range of value for each feature can vary significantly.

To facilitate the learning process, we scale the feature values to a similar range before
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feeding the input state to the neural network. In this work, we scale the input state vector

to the range [0, 1] as shown in equation (4.8), where x represents a feature in the input

state. The minimum and maximum values for each feature can be estimated from historical

observations.

x′ =
x−min(x)

max(x)−min(x)
(4.8)

For output units, the linear layer is used to infer Q-value estimates from hidden units. How-

ever, if we directly use reward function (4.1) to calculate the target Q-value as shown in

equation (4.7), it may result in a large variance in the target value. During backward prop-

agation, the corresponding bias factor in the last linear layer may dominate the derivative

of the loss function, which will prevent weights in earlier layers from learning the optimal

value. In order to overcome this limitation, we calculate the target value by first shrinking

the original immediate reward with a factor ρ and then clipping it if the target is smaller

than −1, as shown in equation (4.9).

target val(st−1, at−1) = max[
rt
ρ

+ γmax
at
Q(st, at),−1] (4.9)

In this way, we squash the original target value with a large variance to the range [−1, 0].

The underlying principle is that while it does not help to know which control actions are

worse, we focus on which control actions are better.

(3) Training of the neural network: as shown in Figure 4.1, the one-step state tran-

sition process is represented by a tuple (st−1, at−1, rt, st), which includes previous state,

previous action, immediate reward and current state. The target vector of the neural net-

work can be calculated by equation (4.10), where the target value associated with at−1, i.e.,
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target val(st−1, at−1), is calculated by equation (4.9). For other control actions, the target

value is set to the current value estimate associated with that action, does not contribute

to the loss function.

target(st−1) =


target val(st−1,Ai) if Ai == at−1

Q(st−1,Ai) otherwise

∀i ∈ [1, n] (4.10)

Next, the target vector target(st−1) is compared with current inference output of the neural

network to calculate the approximation error. Then, we use the RMSprop [102] method to

update parameters in the neural network.

B. DRL Algorithm Design

Our DRL-based HVAC control algorithm is presented in Algorithm 8. The outer

loop controls the number of training episodes, while the inner loop performs HVAC control

at each simulation time step within one training episode.

(1) Initial setup: during learning process, the recent transitions (st−1, at−1, rt, st) are

stored in memory M , from which a mini-batch of samples will be generated for neural

network training. At the beginning, we first initialize memory M as an empty set. Then,

we initialize weights w in the neural network similar as in [103]. As shown in equation (4.7),

updating neural network weights requires the target value, which also depends on weights

in the neural network. To break this dependency loop between target value and weights

w, in line 3, a separate neural network Q̂ is created for calculating the target value similar

as in [61]. This network Q̂ will be periodically updated by copying parameters from the

network Q. In line 4, the variable a stores the control action in the last step, and spre and

scur represent the building state in the previous and current control time steps, respectively.
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Algorithm 8 DRL-based HVAC Control Algorithm

1: Initialize memory M = [empty set]

2: Initialize neural network Q with parameters w

3: Copy neural network Q and store as Q̂(·|ŵ)

4: Initialize control action a, state spre and scur

5: for m := 1 to N do

6: Reset building environment to initial state

7: for ts := 0 to L do

8: if ts mod k == 0 then

9: scur ← current observation

10: r = reward(spre, a, scur)

11: M ← (spre, a, r, scur)

12: Draw mini-batch (s, a, r, s′)←M

13: Target vectors v ← target(s)

14: Train Q(·|w) with s, v

15: Every d∆tc steps, Q̂(·|ŵ)← Q(·|w)

16: ε = max(ε−∆ε, εmin)

17: a =


Ai ∈ A | i = random(n) probability ε

argmax
ã

Q(scur, ã) otherwise

18: spre ← scur

19: end if

20: Execute action a in building environment

21: end for

22: end for
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(2) Learning process: within each training episode, line 8 determines whether the current

time step ts is a control time step. As discussed in section 4.1.1, the control step ∆tc is k

times of the simulation step ∆ts. If ts is a control time step, the algorithm will perform

training and determine the new control action (line 9 to 18). Otherwise, the building will

maintain the current control action.

During the learning process, in line 9 we first observe the state at current control

time step. Then, the immediate reward is calculated by equation (4.1). Next, in line 11 the

state transition tuple is stored in memory. Then, a mini-batch of transition tuples are drawn

randomly from the memory. Lines 13 to 14 follow equation (4.10) to calculate the target

vector and update weights in neural network Q by using the RMSprop Back-propagation

method [102]. In line 15, the network Q̂ will be updated with current weights in network

Q in every d control time steps. Then, this Q̂ network is used for inferring the target value

for the next d control steps.

Next, from line 16 to 18 the network Q is utilized to determine the next control

action. The ε-greedy policy is used to select the optimal control action based on the output

of Q. The algorithm has a probability ε to explore the action space by randomly selecting

an available action; otherwise, it will choose the action with the maximum value estimate.

After each training process, in line 16 the exploration rate ε will gradually decrease until

reaching at a lower bound εmin. In this way, the DRL algorithm is more likely to try different

control actions at the beginning. As the training process proceeds, the DRL algorithm will

have a higher chance to follow the learned policy. Finally, in line 18 the current state is

assigned to spre to prepare for the next training process.
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C. Heuristic Adaption for Multiple Zones

We present a heuristic mechanism that adapts our DRL algorithm for multi-zone

HVAC control. As discussed in section 4.1.1, the action space has a cardinality of mz, which

increases exponentially with the number of zones in the building. Training a neural network

with such a large number of outputs is inefficient or even infeasible in practice.

Office Zones
DRL algorithms

States

Actions

Figure 4.4: Overview of the heuristic adaption for efficient multi-zone HVAC control

In our heuristic as shown in Figure 4.4, instead of using a single neural network

to approximate the Q-values of all control actions in the building, we separately train

a neural network for each zone using Algorithm 8. Each neural network is responsible for

approximating the Q-value in one zone. At each time step, all networks will receive the entire

state of the building, and then determine the control action for each zone separately. After

executing the control action, the temperature violation penalty for each zone is calculated
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similarly as equation (4.1). The electricity cost in each zone is calculated by equation (4.11),

which is proportional to the air flow demand in each zone based on the total cost.

costi = cost · ui∑n
i=1 ui

(4.11)

where cost denotes the total electricity cost in the building and ui represents the air flow

rate in each zone. Although the total electricity cost is not exactly a linear function of the

air flow rate, we can still heuristically estimate the amount of cost contributed by each zone

by following equation (4.11).

4.1.3 Experiments

A. Experiment Setup

We demonstrate the effectiveness of our DRL-based algorithms through simula-

tions in EnergyPlus. We train the DRL algorithms on weather profiles of summer days in

two areas, obtained from the National Solar Radiation Data Base [91]. The weather data

from Area 1 (Riverside) has intensive solar radiation and large variance in temperature,

while Area 2 (Los Angeles) has a milder weather profile. We use the practical time-of-use

price from the Southern California Edison [79] to calculate buildings’ electricity cost. The

desired temperature range is between 19◦C and 24◦C based on the ASHRAE standard [104].

There are 4 hidden layers in the neural network. The network layout and other parameters

in our DRL algorithms are listed in Table 4.1. We train our DRL algorithm using 100

episodes (months) of data. In practice, the training process can be facilitated by building

accurate EnergyPlus models.
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Table 4.1: Parameter settings in DRL algorithms

∆ts 1 min ∆tc 15 min

k 15 d 48 ∗ 5

mini-batch 48 memory size 48 ∗ 31

η 0.99 α 0.003

ρ 1000 λ 100

εmin 0.1 N 100

T 19◦C T 24◦C

number of neurons 50, 100, 200, 400

We evaluate the performance of our DRL algorithms by comparing them with a

rule-based HVAC control strategy (similarly as the one in [105]) and the conventional RL

method. In the rule-based approach, the HVAC system is operated by an on-off control

strategy such that if the zone temperature exceeds the cooling setpoint (i.e. 24◦C in our

experiment), the room will be cooled at the maximum air flow rate. If the temperature drops

below certain threshold 3, the air flow in the zone will be turned off. In our experiment, for

both baseline approaches and DRL algorithms, the conditioned air temperature from the

HVAC system is set to 10◦C.

B. Experiment Results

(1) Effectiveness of DRL control algorithms in meeting temperature require-

ments: we evaluate the performance of our DRL algorithms with three buildings modeled

in EnergyPlus, which have 1 zone, 4 zones and 5 zones, respectively. The HVAC system

can provide multi-level air flow rate for each zone. In this work, we test our DRL algo-

rithms with two-level (i.e. on-off control) and five-level air flow control, where each level is

evenly distributed between the minimum and maximum air flow rate of the HVAC system.

3We find out that setting it to 20◦C helps the rule-based approach minimize temperature violation rate.
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Figure 4.5 shows the zone temperature in the 1-zone and 4-zone building in August, where

our regular DRL algorithm in Algorithm 8 performs on-off control to operate the HVAC

system. We can see that after training the DRL algorithm is quite effective in maintaining

the zone temperature within the desired range.
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Figure 4.5: Effectiveness of our regular DRL algorithm in maintaining comfort temperature

Figure 4.6 shows the average Q value of our regular DRL algorithm throughout

the learning process. At the beginning, the Q value is very small due to the large penalty

caused by frequent temperature violations. The Q value will gradually increase as the DRL

algorithm learns the effective strategy to maintain the zone temperature within the desired

range. Eventually, the Q value will stabilize when the DRL algorithm learns the policy to

avoid temperature violation and minimize the electricity cost.
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Figure 4.6: Q value in 1-zone and 4-zone buildings

As discussed in section 4.1.2, the action space will exponentially increase with the

number of zones. For the 5-zone building, the total number of actions is more than 3000

with 5-level air flow rate control, which would be intractable for our regular DRL algorithm.

Therefore, we leverage the efficient heuristic method in section 4.1.2 to perform multi-level

control in multi-zone buildings. Figure 4.7 compares the average frequency of temperature

violations of the baseline strategy, conventional Q learning, our regular DRL algorithm with

on-off control, and the heuristic DRL algorithm with 5-level control. We can see that the

DRL algorithms are able to keep the percentage of temperature violations at a low level.
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of temperature violation rate between our DRL algorithm, baseline

approach and Q learning

(2) Effectiveness of DRL algorithms in energy cost reduction: Figure 4.8 shows

the comparison of average daily electricity cost of our DRL control algorithms, conventional

Q learning and the baseline approach. The percentage of cost reduction achieved by DRL

algorithms compared with the baseline approach is marked in the figure.
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Figure 4.8: Comparison of energy cost between our DRL algorithms, baseline approach and

Q learning

We can see that our regular DRL algorithm can achieve significant energy cost

reduction compared with the baseline approach and conventional Q learning. The efficient

heuristic DRL can leverage multi-level control in multi-zone buildings to achieve further
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reduction. Furthermore, the DRL algorithms are more effective in reducing energy cost for

Area 2, since the learning process is more effective with a milder weather profile. Compared

with the 5-zone building, the DRL algorithms achieve more reduction for 1-zone and 4-zone

buildings. That is likely because the 5-zone building is more sensitive to outside disturbances

and hence more challenging for the learning process.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and Future Directions

5.1 Conclusions

In this dissertation, we presented our approaches for improving energy efficiency of

cyber-physical systems. We developed algorithms and models to optimally schedule various

types of flexible energy loads in smart buildings to reduce total energy cost and peak power

demand. We further present a proactive demand participation demand response scheme

for improving the overall power efficiency in the entire power network. We also develop

data-driven algorithms for building energy management based on the state-of-the-art deep

reinforcement learning. In conclusion, the major work of this dissertation includes:

• We present a model predictive control (MPC) based algorithm for co-scheduling HVAC

control, EV charging and battery usage to reduce total building energy cost, while main-

taining the room temperature within the desirable comfort zone and meeting the dead-

lines for EV charging tasks. Then, we further extend our co-scheduling algorithm for

energy management in building clusters. Next, we also address the problem of energy
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management for mixed-use buildings (MUBs) with colocated datacenter server rooms.

We develop models for key components in MUB and present a co-scheduling formulation

to collaboratively schedule the energy demand from operations of both datacenter rooms

and office rooms. Our experimental results demonstrate that our co-scheduling approach

can significantly reduce energy cost and carbon footprint, while satisfying various building

requirements.

• We present an innovative demand response (DR) scheme called proactive demand par-

ticipation. The proactive DR scheme fully utilizes the flexibility of buildings’ energy

consumptions and enables individual customers to actively participate in the wholesale

electricity market. At the smart building level, an MPC-based HVAC control algorithm

is developed for intelligently scheduling HVAC control and battery storage usage. A

physical demand bid curve creation algorithm is developed to specify customers’ energy

consumption preferences under various pricing points. At the wholesale market level, the

security constrained economic dispatch problem is formulated to coordinate the opera-

tions of power plants and flexible loads. Our experiment results demonstrate that the

proactive DR scheme is superior to the conventional passive DR strategies by achieving

significant cost reduction for both power generation and building operation and being

more robust against various types of malicious cyber attacks, i.e., guideline price manip-

ulation and untruthful demand bidding.

• We develop a deep reinforcement learning (DRL) based data-driven approach for building

HVAC control by formulating the HVAC operation as Markov Decision Process (MDP).

A co-simulation framework based on EnergyPlus is developed for validation and facilitate
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training of our DRL-based approach. Our experiment result based on EnergyPlus models

and real weather and pricing data demonstrate that the DRL-based control algorithms are

able to significantly reduce energy cost while maintaining the desired room temperature

for building tenants.

5.2 Future Directions

There are a few directions to improve our current work in the future:

• Our MPC-based control algorithms for co-scheduling of HVAC, EV charging, datacenter

loads and renewable energy sources is mainly evaluated with simulation. In the future

work, we can implement and evaluate our algorithms on industrial-size building testbeds.

• In our current proactive demand participation demand response scheme, we assume that

there is no power loss in the power distribution process. In the future work, we can take

into consideration the power loss in the power distribution line.

• Our current deep reinforcement learning based approach uses discrete level control ac-

tions. In the future work, we can extend the current work to enable continuous control

to further improve the performance.

• We can further extend our current deep reinforcement learning based approach to enable

control for more types of energy loads in the smart building.
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